January 6th 2011
NEW WEB SITE
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)
Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling, as the rule-book says, is “open to the world”. True, our wrestling tends to be focused in
the rural community of the Northern counties of England , but you do not need to own a tractor and a collie dog to participate. The
Wrestling Association is part of the International Federation of Celtic Wrestling, and Grasmere Sports last year had large
contingents of Bretons and Scots in the lists. Our wrestlers have competed in nine other countries.
Nevertheless, it is surprising to find that someone who makes a regular and significant contribution to the sport lives in Madrid . Roy
Lomas has provided The Wrestling Association with something we should have had years ago: an official website
(http://www.cumberland-westmorland-wrestling-association.com). Roy previously developed and maintained the Grasmere
Sports website, and provided for wrestling an easy way to keep up to date with current events. Even now if you Google Cumberland
and Westmorland Wrestling,The Grasmere website tops the list. But, now at least, the Wrestling Association website appears on the
first page of search responses, though it is below Wikipedia, an article on Norse wrestling, a personal blog, the County
Archives,various tourist sites and the site for Torver Sports. The more the site becomes marked as a favourite on wrestlers' and
supporters' computers the higher it will rise. And is it worth visiting anyway? The site is a work in progress for it has only been
available for a few weeks and is still under development, but already the home page is attractive and meaningful. Across the top are
three images of the sport, an ancient woodcut of two hundred years ago; a black and white photograph of Ted Dunglinson with a
huge array of trophies from the sixties, and a main centrepiece of swirling, dynamic action from the modern ring. There are archives
of photographs and articles stretching back several years, details of academies with maps, coaches and contacts.The list of
venues is not up-to-date, but will be when the season starts. There are links to a large array of other traditional wrestling sites in
other countries. So, how did Roy Lomas become involved? He was born in Barrow, educated at Carlisle Grammar School before
going to Durham University and a career in television production. He first visited Grasmere Sports in 1966, and his interest in that
event culminated in his book, “Grasmere Sports – the First 150 Years” first published in 2002.
Wrestlers and coaches are reminded that if they wish to take part in the Breton Backhold Championships on February 26th, then
names have to be entered by January 15th .
Dates:
Wednesday 12th January Carlisle Wrestling Club Junior Points Night
Wednesday 19th January Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points Night including a ladies section.

January 20th 2011
JANUARY POINTS NIGHT
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)

Three of the best: the winners of the January Points Night at Carlisle Wrestling Club: (l to r) Richard Fox (All Weights), Richard
Dixon (11½st) and John Harrington (13st)
A glance at the results of the January Men's Points Night at Carlisle Wrestling Club would indicate that the champion wrestlers in
the club had done it again. Richard Dixon won the 11 ½ stones round-robin, John Harrington the 13 stones and Richard Fox the All
Weights, with Andrew Carlile to the fore, too. But, that overlooks the real story of the night as the younger generation of wrestlers
took falls from them and pushed them to the limit throughout the night.
Only the All Weights winner, Richard Fox, came through the night without losing a fall.
Craig Naylor took good falls from his peers, before crowning his night by felling Andrew Carlile with a swinging hipe. Jack Brown
showed his class in turn by felling Naylor with a classic combination of inside-hipe flowing straight into a killer back-heel. Jack Ewart
in the All Weights showed that his fall against John Harrington at Buttermere was no fluke when he did the same again on the mats.

David Miller, much the smallest and lightest wrestler did not win a single fall yet gave one of the best performances of the night. He
did everything right, jumping ahead of hipes, moving purposefully and striking with vigour when the chance arose. Best of all was
when he came within a whisker of inside-hiping Richard Dixon.
Another youngster went even better. James Hall, in powerful company, came second in the All Weights. He has been travelling
North to train at Carlisle as there is no real opposition for him at Milnthorpe Academy where he first learned to wrestle. At 18 stones
he is a daunting armful for any wrestler, but he also goes for his trips. He hiped John Harrington and Jack Ewart, and in his best fall
of the night leg-up buttocked Gordon Nichol.
Nevertheless, when the dust had all settled, the consistency and class of Messrs Dixon, Harrington and Fox put them ahead of the
field. I can't wait for the rematch in February.
Results:
Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points
11 ½ st 1, R Dixon ; 2, A Carlile; 3, C Naylor; 4, J Brown. 13st 1, J Harrington; 2, A Carlile; 3, R Dixon ; 4, J Brown. All Weights 1, R
Fox; 2, J Hall; 3, J Harrington; 4, G Nichol

January 27th 2011
EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS OF THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF CELTIC WRESTLING
(IFCW)
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)
Cumberland and Westmorland wrestlers may find it impossible to compete in this year's European Championships of the
International Federation of Celtic Wrestling (IFCW) in the Canary Islands. Details of the championships were confirmed at a recent
executive meeting in Brittany attended by David Atkinson, one of our main international coaches. Three issues stand in the way:
safety, the date, and the cost.
The main change for this year's championships is that a third style has been compulsorily included in the programme. The Canarian
hosts understandably wish to showcase their own traditional style, Lucha Canaria, and it has been made mandatory for each
wrestler. Although not part of the European Championships, which continue to feature the backhold and Gouren styles, all wrestlers
will have to compete in a Canarian Wrestling competition before the main event.
None of our wrestlers know about the Canarian style which is more akin to freestyle wrestling in many of its moves than to the other
styles. A wrestler holds his opponent by a band of rolled up shorts at the top of one thigh, while the other arm can be free to
grapple with either legs or body. The bout finishes when wrestlers hit the ground. When David Atkinson pointed out that we had no
possible coach for the style, the Canarian offered to send a coach, but his air-fare and accommodation would be at our expense.
The other more general issue of safety. Wrestlers who compete in an alien style are more likely to be injured. If they went, our
wrestlers would be competing in two alien styles. Exhaustion also leads to injury, and competition in three styles over two days
would certainly raise tiredness levels.
For many years now the international has been held during Easter, but that does not suit us in the North of England as so many
participants are involved in seasonal farming activity, particularly, lambing time. When we last hosted the Senior championship in
1999, we were able to choose a date which allowed our visitors to compete in the Cumberland Show wrestling afterwards, and Julio
the Helicopter from Leon made his mark. When the date wandered around the calendar from year to year there were difficulties
because of clashes with events at home, but it varied from year to year.
The final problem is, as ever, money. Sending a team to compete in Tenerife would be expensive, and without the enthusiastic
participation of all concerned, that expense would be prohibitive. Add to this the fact that our two most experienced international
coaches are not available to go, and the likelihood of a team representing this area is virtually impossible.
The final decision has not yet been made. It may be that wrestlers may wish to compete, and should be enabled, but they would
have to come forward now, if they are to compete.
The Academy Shield, cancelled in the Ice-Age of November, will take place in a few weeks time. David Parsons, the Milnthorpe
Coach has been waiting for the weather to settle before making a decision, and has yet to confirm date and venue. When he does,
the information will be available on the Wrestling Association web-site http://www.cumberland-westmorland-wrestlingassociation.com

February 2nd 2011

GIRL POWER : WHAT KATIE DID ........................... TO HER DAD
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)

One of the best throws of the night, and a standing ovation from onlookers, at a Carlisle Wrestling Club training session recently,
happened as the mats were being tidied away. Josie Brown, the father of Jack Brown, the Under 18/10st Champion stood up to go
home and found himself beside his daughter Katie who had been quietly watching the wrestling. For daftness he grabbed her round
the waist and started wrestling and lifting her.
With one easy and flowing movement she dropped onto her feet, grabbed his neck with her left arm and buttocked him into a
surprised heap on the mat. What was even more impressive was the fact that in all the action she never stopped texting on her
mobilephone.
Of course, this performance was no fluke as Katie Brown has been wrestling many years and developed her skills to the extent that
she won the Under 18/10 stones event at Grasmere Sports last year. One of the falls in that final with Fiona Laurie was a replica of
the throw which flattened her dad.
I treasure a similar occasion in my own family history almost exactly a hundred years ago when lads from the area were coming in
for a meal after a training session at Longlea, the family farm in Northumberland. One of them saw my Aunt Annie, said “Is this the
lass that can wrestle?” grabbed hold of her, with her long skirts and all, and quickly measured his length at her feet as she outsidehiped him.
Gordon Mackie, a Scottish wrestling organiser, who staged the recent Scottish Youth Championships, and brought a big group of
girls and lads to compete at Grasmere, is dismayed by what has happened in the international arena with regards to women's
wrestling. The International federation of Celtic Wrestling has for some years held female championships alongside the Senior
European Championships. The last female European Championships were held in East Kilbride, two years ago when The Scottish
Wrestling Bond hosted the event. Assuming that the pattern would continue, and knowing the dates of the Championships in
Tenerife he booked air-flights to ensure that he and his daughter could attend. Sadly, there is no female championship this year and
he stands to lose over £250. He is not a happy man.
Dates:
Wednesday, 9 th February, Carlisle Wrestling Club Junior Points Night
Wednesday, 15 th February, Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points Night
Wednesday, 23 rd February No training at Carlisle Wrestling Club due to refurbishment of premises

February 10th 2011
FEBRUARY JUNIOR POINTS NIGHT
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)
Carlisle Wrestling Club had a legion of youngsters competing in the February Junior Points Night. Even before the main menu, a
special event for the really tiny and youthful wrestlers saw some excellent style from four youngsters who could easily have blown
away in the recent gales. What is really impressive is that these youngsters know their chips and we saw an excellent final between
Connor Wharton and John Gibson where both lads were winning falls with moves which would grace adult wrestling. Connor won
the first fall with a back-heel, but John Gibson got the next two falls, finishing with a hipe.
In the 6 stones Charlotte Wilson picked up where she left off in the January Points and coasted to victory despite a spirited fight
from her sister, Emma. The 7 stones was a different matter for Charlotte for she was up against some heavier lads, her cousins
William and Tom. After losing the first fall of the final, Tom Wilson equalised the score with a dramatic twist, to set up a deciding
bout. The resulting fall was not only the climax of this particular event, but the best fall of the night, and possibly the season.
Charlotte was under severe pressure and looked like going down on her nose. Instead, she squirmed right underneath her

opponent, and brought him over in a flying arc to hit the ground before her. Sadly, Tom landed heavily on a shoulder sustained
injury.
In the quiet, an hour later, after the young ones were heading home for bed, the coaches were still talking about the throw. Not
surprisingly, Charlotte won the best performance trophy the second month in succession.
Charlotte was not the only wrestler to shine. Kieron Miller, back from illness, won the 8 ½ stones, then watched for the rest of the
night. Thomas Gibson excelled in beating bigger and sometimes older lads to win at Under 12 and Under 15 Years. A newcomer,
Thomas Blair from Walton, showed potential with his natural ability to use the twist off the breast, either to the left or the right side.
Jack Brown kept the lively David Miller under control to win the 10 stones, and James Hall strewed his opponents round the mat to
win the Under 18 Years. His decision to travel North for training seems justified in the way he is brought on by the coaching once
the competition had finished.
Lost at the beginning of the Ice-Age last November, the 2010 Academy Shield Competition will now take place on Saturday, March
5th , hosted by Milnthorpe Academy .

Results:
Carlisle Wrestling Club Junior Points
6st 1, C Wilson; 2, A Marston; 3, E Wilson; 4, J Kent 7st 1, C Wilson; 2, T Wilson ; 3, W Wilson ; 4, A Marston. 8 ½ st 1, K Miller; 2, T
Gibson; 3, C Wilson; 4, M Gibson 10st 1, J Brown; 2, D Miller; 3, T Blair; 4, A Marston. Girls 1, M Gibson; 2, C Wilson; 3, Z Marston;
4, E Wilson . Under 12 Years 1, T Gibson; 2, E Wilson ; 3, S Brown; 4, M Wharton. Under 15 Years 1, T Gibson; 3, T Blair; 3, S
Brown; 4, E Wilson . Under 18 Years 1, J Hall; 2, J Brown; 3, D Miller; 4, T Blair.Special Microweight Challenge 1, J Gibson; 2, C
Wharton; 3, H Alecock; 4, Z Marston.Best Performance: Charlotte Wilson.

Dates:
Wednesday, 15 th February, Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points Night
Wednesday, 23 rd February No training at Carlisle Wrestling Club due to refurbishment of premises
Saturday, 5 th March The Academy Shield hosted by Milnthorpe.

February 17th 2011
FEBRUARY POINTS COMPETITION
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)
Agriculture, mechanical breakdown and illness drastically reduced numbers at Carlisle Wrestling Club this week, with various
members involved in the Young Farmers Club Entertainment performances. The quantity of wrestling in the February Points
Competition was reduced, but the quality remained, with several falls bringing spontaneous applause from a discerning audience.
In the January Points, Andrew Carlile wrestled well, but fell short of the top spot. This week he was unbeatable, never losing a fall.
Against the younger wrestlers, he demonstrated perfect execution of some standard chips, particularly the outside-stroke and backheel. The powerful and heavier figure of Jack Ewart was tamed by a back-heel which went under his guard and left him, literally,
without a leg to stand on.

Against John Harrington standard falls are not enough, and Carlile had to raise the speed and precision of his technique. Against
Ewart he had gained the right position and hold to win with a back-heel. Against Harrington, as they moved round in the bout, he
saw a flicker of opportunity and struck with snake-like intensity, to win with a streamlined version of the back-heel.
In the All Weights section, Carlile again raised the level when John Harrington seemed to have the bout under control with his
superior strength, but Carlile went for a buttock, and just when he reached the sticking point, brought the leg-up into play. The
whole effect was a fast, graceful swirl of action which brought Harrington onto his back on the mats.
The Wrestling Association website continues to develop week by week. The site now has a section for “Biographical sketches of
19th and 20th Century wrestlers” which greatly extends the historical content of the site. Roy Lomas, the man behind it all, has used
various books which are out of copyright to provide the older details, and his own book, “Grasmere Sports, The First 150 Years” for
the more recent information.
Bob Horsley, my predecessor at The Cumberland News, kept a huge range of such material in lots of little brown envelopes, which
are now in the Horsley Collection at the County Archives in Carlisle. Now similar material is available at the touch of a button.
Results:
Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points Night for February
11½st 1, A Carlile, 2, J Brown.
13st 1, A Carlile; 2, J Harrington; 3, J Brown
All Weights 1, A Carlile; 2, J Harrington; 3,J Ewart; 4, J Brown.
Ladies 1, K Brown; 2, M Gibson.
Dates:
Wednesday, 23rd February No training at Carlisle Wrestling Club due to refurbishment of premises
Saturday, 5th March The Academy Shield hosted by Milnthorpe.

February 24th 2011
INVITATION BY THE CORNISH WRESTLING ASSOCIATION
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)
In the early Seventies, twice, a group of Cumberland and Westmorland wrestlers travelled down to Cornwall to take part in the
Cornish Wrestling Championships. Although the trips were much enjoyed, the connection lapsed, and our two traditions kept a
distant watch on each other from opposite ends of England without much direct contact.
Four Years ago, I judged the Belted Galloway Cattle at the Royal Cornwall Show, and afterwards as I wandered down the line of
stalls and exhibits, I came upon some fine old wrestling trophies, some keen exponents of the Cornish style and a hearty welcome.
This week I received an email from Peter Sheldon, the secretary of the Cornish Wrestling Association, enquiring “if it would be
possible for some Cumberland and Westmorland wrestlers to join with Cornish wrestlers to put on displays of our traditional styles
at the Royal Cornwall Show in Wadebridge which runs from 9-11 June. The CWA have been doing displays at the show each year
for a number of years. Last year we invited some Breton wrestlers over which proved very popular so this year we thought that we
would ask yourselves to join us to add an extra dimension to our display. A team of two or four wrestlers with someone to give a
commentary would seem appropriate.
In a subsequent telephone conversation, Peter Sheldon brought me up-to-date with the situation in Cornish wrestling. We obviously
have shared problems, particularly the low numbers of senior wrestlers, and the perennial problem of funding sports which are not
part of the Olympic movement.
Although we are very much a minority and regional sport, and struggle to keep up numbers of participants, we are significantly
better off than the Cornish. They have two clubs; we have five academies. They are fixed in a small County area; we cover four
Northern Counties and the Borders of Scotland. They have nine events on their calendar: we have nearly sixty.
The biggest single factor is that in this area wrestling is always attached to a larger event such as Agricultural Shows, Hound trails
and Sports meetings, and the host event finds the prize-money, usually through sponsorship. In Cornwall all their events are standalone wrestling events with all the financial and organisational pressure that brings.

Unfortunately, the dates probably clash with two events on our domestic programme: Lowgill Sheep-dog Trials and The Roman Wall
Show, so our wrestlers are unlikely to participate, but if any one is interested, it should be possible to get the appropriate
permissions, and a couple of wrestlers could have a Cornish holiday with a difference. Contact me on 016974 73559.
Date:
Saturday, 5th March 7.30 pm The Academy Shield, hosted by Milnthorpe Academy.
The venue is Leasgill Atheneum, a village hall, two miles North of Milnthorpe in the Kendal area. (Post-code LA7 7ET, for
those of you with sat-nav)

March 3rd 2011
BRETON BACKHOLD CHAMPIONSHIPS IN GUPAVAS
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)

A small group of young wrestlers from Cumbria travelled the long roads to Plymouth and then Brittany to take part in the Breton
Backhold Championships in Gupavas near Brest, and returned with smiles on their faces and a haul of medals.
Best of all was Connie Hodgson who won her own category and then went on to take the women’s trophy. When she first came to
wrestle in these championships, we had to seek special permission as she was below the minimum age. We argued that she was
used to hard work on the Hodgson farm and wrestling against lads and bigger opponents at Kendal Academy and the grass rings.
This year that still applies, although at fourteen years of age she was now competing in the heaviest category of the open women’
event.
When she was a little tot she learned to survive and defend against much bigger opponents. She still does that, but she now has
more power and technique. In the final of the Women’s Open competition she met the long-time star of Breton wrestling, Virginie
Kerjean, who is from the host club, Guipavas. Virginie, weighing under 57kg, had already bustled her way through several wrestlers
much heavier than her, but Connie had the upper hand throughout the final and came out on top by turning her opponent in and
taking her forward.
The two youngest wrestlers, Sam Wilson (42kg) and James Hayhurst (68kg+), set the early pace by winning their sections. Sam
was still the smallest wrestler in his group, but he relished the rare chance to meet opponents who were not twice his weight. He is
a clever wrestler and he shone, especially when he won a close bout with the hank. James was wrestling with illness as well as the
usual opponents, but his technique is so sound that he was always on top.

The two oldest wrestlers, Matthew Atkinson and Craig Naylor, both had tough assignments and came near to winning. Matthew was
in an open weight section and one of his opponents was significantly heavier than him. When they first met, Matthew surpassed

himself to win his pool, but in the final with the same wrestler, he was unable to repeat that success, so he had to be content with a
silver medal. Craig was competing in the biggest group and showed great skill in winning his pool and then reaching the final which
was a close affair. Wrestling best-of-five, Craig produced one of the falls of the day when he buttocked to level the score at two falls
each. Sadly the decider went to the Breton by a slim margin.
The Guipavas Club must be complimented on the standard of the event which brought 130 wrestlers onto the mats, including three
from Scotland and six from Spain. We now look forward to entertaining our Breton friends at our events round Grasmere Sports at
the end of August.
Date:
Saturday, 5th March 7.30 pm The Academy Shield, hosted by Milnthorpe Academy The venue is Leasgill Atheneum, a village hall,
two miles North of Milnthorpe in the Kendal area. (Post-code LA7 7ET, for those of you with sat-nav)
Wednesday, 9th March Carlisle Wrestling Club Junior Points.

March 10th 2011
2010 ACADEMY SHIELD COMPETITION (POSTPONED SINCE LAST NOVEMBER )
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)
A young Kendal Academy team, consolidated by two substantial Brocklebanks at the tail end of the match, won the 2010 Academy
Shield by a clear margin.

The event had been postponed from a snowbound NovemberThe event brought teams from Rothbury in Northumberland,
Waberthwaite in West Cumbria, Carlisle and Kendal to join the host club, Milnthorpe Academy at Leasgill Atheneum. The format of
the competition means that the all round strength of a club is tested, for a youngster weighing less than 6 stones can gain as many
points for his team as the heaviest wrestler. In each weight category (6st, 7st, 8st, etc up to15st and All Weights, and with two
female sections), there is a round-robin competition where a wrestler meets an opponent from each of the other academies. Round
by round the running totals mount up.
Initially, the Northumbrians set the pace, as their lightweight youngsters, Harry Bertram, Cade Whitfield and Joe Hale were
unbeaten. Carlisle then came on strongly with unbeaten wrestling from Kieron and David Miller and Megan Gibson, and briefly held
the lead. Then came a sustained surge from Kendal. All their wrestlers scored well, and James Hayhurst, William Atkinson and
Connie Hodgson were unbeaten. At the very last, Rothbury's Darren Whitfield, the present Heavyweight Champion, proved his
status by taking all the falls in the last section for Rothbury, but that was too little, too late and Kendal beat Carlisle by 36 falls to 29
for an emphatic and well-deserved victory.

To add icing to the Kendal cake, William Atkinson was adjudged the best wrestler of the night in a vote by the coaches of all the
academies.

In the Open competitions afterwards James Hayhurst continued his unbeaten sequence by winning the Under 15 Years, beating en
route William Atkinson and Milnthorpe's Isaac Hammond. The Senior competition for men of All Weights was won with swinging and
buttocking by Jack Hale before he ate his pie and peas and set out on the long road home to Rothbury with the rest of his team.
Results:
Academy Shield 2010: 1, Kendal 36pts; 2, Carlisle 29pts; 3, Rothbury 27pts; 4., Milnthorpe and Waberthwaite 19pts.
Open Competitions: Under 15 Years 1, J Hayhurst; 2, I Hammond; 3, W Atkinson. All Weights 1, J Hale; 2, A Mason; 3, K Hartley.
Dates:
Wednesday 16th March Carlisle Wrestling Club Final Senior Points Night
Saturday, 26th March 7.30pm Waberthwaite Open Night with a big range of ages and weights, and yet more pies and peas.

March 17th 2011
CARLISLE WRESTLING CLUB FINAL POINTS 2010 - 11
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)
For Cumberland and Westmorland wrestlers Summer is for serious competition in the grass rings of the Northern Counties and the
Borders: Winter is the time for training on the mats in your own local academy, but occasionally training gives way to competition
indoors. Most spectacularly was the recent Academy Shield when wrestlers from all "airts" raised the roof with noise at Leasgill
Atheneum. More quietly but very importantly, the internal club competitions test out progress made during the Winter months, and
give an extra edge to the wrestling. Carlisle Wrestling Club's Points Nights reached their conclusion in the last two weeks.
The Men's winners were all the usual suspects: Andrew Carlile won at 11½st; John Harrington at 13st and Richard Fox won the All
Weights over the four sessions, but those simple facts disguise a more complicated situation where the younger generation is

challenging the established wrestlers.
This was nowhere more apparent than in the All Weights where the young Jimmy Hall won on the night. Richard Fox is at a
comfortable winter weight, but even he was giving several stones away to young Jimmy. Nevertheless, he brought Hall down with
one of the falls of the night, one of those cross-buttocks where both wrestlers are on one leg until the buttocker snakes out a left
leg, low by the ground and leaves his man without a leg to stand on. Unfortunately for Fox he had already been felled by John
Harrington in the round-robin and at the end, both he and James Hall were tied, so had to wrestle a decider, with Hall coming out on
top. He had won a battle but Fox had won the campaign and the trophy for most points in all four sessions. Previously, in the Juniors
a new winner took home the Best Performance trophy.
Emma Wilson did not have the most wins, but she did catch the eye of the officials with some classy and spectacular wrestling. Best
of all was when she beat her big sister, Charlotte, in straight falls in the 6st final, firstly with a cross-buttock and then in the second
fall winning the day with a clever twist The indoor season is coming to an end though the Carlisle Club will be meeting for the next
two Wednesdays, and Waberthwaite Academy's Open Night on the 26th March will once more entice wrestlers to the far West with
numerous wrestling categories, and the inevitable pies-and-peas supper. See you there.
Results:
Carlisle Wrestling Club Final Points:
Junior Points: 6st 1, E Wilson; 2, C Wilson; 3, M Wharton; 4, A Mrrston.
7st 1, C Wilson; 2, E Wilson 3, M Wharton; 4, W Wilson.
Girls 7½st 1, C Wilson; 2, E Wilson; 3, A Marston; 4, Z Marston.
8½st 1, K Miller; 2, T Gibson; 3, W Wilson; 4, C Wilson.
10st 1,J Brown; 2, D Miller; 3, M Gibson; 4, T Gibson.
Girls Open 1, M Gibson 2, E Wilson; 3, A Marston; 4, C Wilson.
Under 12 Years 1, T Gibson; 2, E Wilson; 3, W Wilson; 4, A Marston.
Under 15 Years 1, M Gibson; 2, T Blair; 3, W Wilson; 4, T Gibson.
Under 18 Years 1, J Brown; 2, T Blair; 3, D Miller; 4, T Gibson.
Best Performance: Emma Wilson.
Senior Points: 11½st 1, A carlile; 2, J Brown; 3, D Miller.

13st 1, J Harrington; 2, A Carlile; 3, J Brown; 4, D Miller.
All Weights 1, J Hall; 2, R Fox; 3, J Harrington; 4, A Carlile.
Points Winners 2010-2011
Juniors: 6st, C Wilson; 7st, C Wilson; Girls 7½st, C Wilson; 8½st, T Gibson; 10st, J Brown; Girls Open, M Gibson; Under 12 Years, T
Gibson; Under 15 Years, T Gibson; Under 18 Years, J Brown.
Seniors: 11½st, A Carlile; 13st, J Harrington; All Weights, R Fox.
Dates:
Saturday, 26th March 7.30pm Waberthwaite Open Night, with a big range of ages and weights.

March 24th 2011
POINTS ARISING FROM THE CWWA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)

Much discussion at the Annual General Meeting of the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling
Association focused on money matters and weight. Our wrestling survives on subsistence level
finances, with the accounts near balancing point because of occasional donations rather than
regular income. A membership drive, a bigger, season-long raffle, and corporate sponsorship were
all mooted. Money helps, but it is the wrestlers who keep our sport alive and full credit was given to
the younger generation of wrestlers who added so much to the season last year. Concern was
expressed about two aspects of youth wrestling: the lack of weights competitions for the lighter
youths, and the problem of mismatches.

Our wrestling is proudly “Open to the world”, but that sometimes means that tiny tots meet up with
young giants in the age competitions. Safety is an issue, though the big’uns almost always handle
the littl’uns with care and consideration, but there is the more insidious issue of the image of the
sport. If we want our sport to be taken seriously, then mismatches undermine that aim. The
meeting felt that it should be a duty of the referee to stop any unsuitable entries. Where there are
tiny tots ready to rumble, then impromptu competitions for them alone would be a crowd-pleasing
answer.
The wider weight problem of satisfying the needs of skilful lightweight boys and girls who were
always competing at a significant disadvantage in age categories came to the conclusion that
where possible junior categories should be more diverse. Although each event chooses its own
competitions there was a consensus that weights such as Under 15 years/8stones and U18/10st
should be pushed at the major events. There was also a suggestion that simply having light
weights such as 7st or 9st, without age stipulation, would encourage more participation.
Alan Coulthard stepped down as the CWWA President and I was voted in for another stint in the
position. Joe Harrington is the new Vice-President.
Any sports meeting wishing to host a CWWA Championship needs to apply in writing to the
secretary by March 30th.

THE LAKELAND SPORTS PROMOTERS ASSOCIATION list of events is published with the first two, Killington and Lowgill,
early in June. (CLICK for details)

The LSPA promotes wrestling, track running and fell running, and each year presents the
prestigious Lakeland Sports Personality awards at the end of the season. Any wrestler with
ambitions to compete in the qualifying events would find details on the Cumberland and
Westmorland Wrestling association official web-site.
Dates:
Saturday, 26th March 7.30pm Waberthwaite Open Night
U9/U11/U13/U15/U18

Weights: 7/9/11/13/AW; Ages:

March 31st 2011
WABERTHWAITE ACADEMY'S OPEN NIGHT
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)

One of the best nights of the winter wrestling season took place in Waberthwaite village hall, with
every seat taken and nearly forty wrestlers competing. Two hours of action kept the mats warm and the crowd loud and keen.
The recent Annual General Meeting of the Wrestling Association had advocated more lightweight classes to encourage youngsters,
and this event did just that. Sam Wilson of Kendal is a good enough wrestler to cope with the bigger lads he met on his way to
victory in the Under 13s, but he also had the luxury of a second win in the 7st group.
The toughest wrestling of the night came in the final of the Under 18 Years when William Atkinson and James Hall kept the drama
going. The close nature of their bout was heralded by two dog-falls, before Hall took the lead. Back came Atkinson with a hipe and
twist over the knee to level the score. The wrestlers were tiring and twice the referee stopped the action as they were liable to land
on a spectator's lap. After taking hold seven times the decisive throw went to Hall who found the power and the sense of direction to
fell Atkinson with an inside-hipe.
The occasion was much enhanced by strong contingents of wrestlers from the Milnthorpe and the Kendal Academies, but the West
Cumbrians were there in force and had their successes. Andrew Woodend seemed down and out in the 11 stones, and was on the
verge of retiring hurt, but he rallied and took a popular home win. Stephen Mason, too, gave the home crowd something to shout
about when he felled another local, Kevin Hartley in the final of the 13 stones.
The last word, though, went to Matthew Atkinson, who was blown aside in the 13 stones, but came back more determined than ever
to win the All Weights. Mason looked to have cleaned Atkinson with an inside-hipe, but a quick cling-on back heel trumped the hipe
and sent Mason onto his back. Tom Porter does well to organise and sustain such a dynamic academy, remote as it is from the
other main wrestling centres. He involves youth to the full, so we saw young men, not long out of the junior classes taking
responsibility for the refereeing and judging, until it was their turn to compete.
Anyone interested in a blast from the past, when Alf Harrington was All Weights Champion and I had dark hair, should click
on http://www.cumberland-westmorland-wrestling-association.com/videos.html where a nostalgic treat awaits: one of the best
and most complete television programmes ever made about our Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling.
Results:
Under 9 Years 1, G Lawson.
Under 11 Years 1, D Bradley; 2, A Atkinson; 3, C Bradley.
Under 13 Years 1, S Wilson; 2, G Wilson; 3, L Hunter.
Under 15 Years 1, W Atkinson; 2, I Hammond; 3, A Hilton.
Under 18 Years 1, J Hall; 2, W Atkinson; 3, D Fleming.
7st 1, S Wilson; 2, L Follit; 3, L Hunter.
9st 1, J Hodgson; 2, L Follit; 3, S Wilson.
11st 1, A Woodend; 2, D Fleming; 3, T Johnson.
13st 1, S Mason; 2, K Hartley; 3, M Atkinson.
All Weights 1, M Atkinson; 2, S Mason; 3, J Ewart.
Girls 1, T Hunter; 2, A Hopkinson; 3, L Hartley.

April 7th 2011
WABERTHWAITE ACADEMY'S OPEN NIGHT
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)

One of the best nights of the winter wrestling season took place in Waberthwaite village hall, with
every seat taken and nearly forty wrestlers competing. Two hours of action kept the mats warm and the crowd loud and keen.
The recent Annual General Meeting of the Wrestling Association had advocated more lightweight classes to encourage youngsters,
and this event did just that. Sam Wilson of Kendal is a good enough wrestler to cope with the bigger lads he met on his way to
victory in the Under 13s, but he also had the luxury of a second win in the 7st group.
The toughest wrestling of the night came in the final of the Under 18 Years when William Atkinson and James Hall kept the drama
going. The close nature of their bout was heralded by two dog-falls, before Hall took the lead. Back came Atkinson with a hipe and
twist over the knee to level the score. The wrestlers were tiring and twice the referee stopped the action as they were liable to land
on a spectator's lap. After taking hold seven times the decisive throw went to Hall who found the power and the sense of direction to
fell Atkinson with an inside-hipe.
The occasion was much enhanced by strong contingents of wrestlers from the Milnthorpe and the Kendal Academies, but the West
Cumbrians were there in force and had their successes. Andrew Woodend seemed down and out in the 11 stones, and was on the
verge of retiring hurt, but he rallied and took a popular home win. Stephen Mason, too, gave the home crowd something to shout
about when he felled another local, Kevin Hartley in the final of the 13 stones.
The last word, though, went to Matthew Atkinson, who was blown aside in the 13 stones, but came back more determined than ever
to win the All Weights. Mason looked to have cleaned Atkinson with an inside-hipe, but a quick cling-on back heel trumped the hipe
and sent Mason onto his back. Tom Porter does well to organise and sustain such a dynamic academy, remote as it is from the
other main wrestling centres. He involves youth to the full, so we saw young men, not long out of the junior classes taking
responsibility for the refereeing and judging, until it was their turn to compete.
Anyone interested in a blast from the past, when Alf Harrington was All Weights Champion and I had dark hair, should click
on http://www.cumberland-westmorland-wrestling-association.com/videos.html where a nostalgic treat awaits: one of the best
and most complete television programmes ever made about our Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling.
Results:
Under 9 Years 1, G Lawson.
Under 11 Years 1, D Bradley; 2, A Atkinson; 3, C Bradley.
Under 13 Years 1, S Wilson; 2, G Wilson; 3, L Hunter.
Under 15 Years 1, W Atkinson; 2, I Hammond; 3, A Hilton.
Under 18 Years 1, J Hall; 2, W Atkinson; 3, D Fleming.
7st 1, S Wilson; 2, L Follit; 3, L Hunter.
9st 1, J Hodgson; 2, L Follit; 3, S Wilson.
11st 1, A Woodend; 2, D Fleming; 3, T Johnson.
13st 1, S Mason; 2, K Hartley; 3, M Atkinson.
All Weights 1, M Atkinson; 2, S Mason; 3, J Ewart.
Girls 1, T Hunter; 2, A Hopkinson; 3, L Hartley.

April 13th 2011
CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORLAND WRESTLING ASSOCIATION VENUES FOR THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS IN 2011
NEWS UPDATE
The 2011 Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association (CWWA) World Championship Venues will also be
available HERE for the remainder of the wrestling season.
Venues for The Lakeland Sports Promoters' Association Events for 2011 can be seen HERE.
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)

The World Championships of the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association were allocated to events throughout the
North of England at last week’s Governing Board meeting. Applications were plentiful from aspiring events, and championships will
take place throughout Cumbria and Northumberland, reflecting the main centres of wrestling, based round the existing Academies.
Five events are based in the Kendal/ Milnthorpe catchment area, three each in Northumberland and the Carlisle area, and one out
West where Waberthwaite Academy keeps turning out the wrestlers. The first champion to defend his title, if he is still young
enough, is William Atkinson of Kendal. Last year he had to travel to Alwinton in the Northumbrian hills to win his Under15 Years title.
The event on June 19th this year will be staged a few miles down the River Coquet at Rothbury Vintage Rally, in a field only metres

away from the school where the Rothbury Academy meets for training.
Rothbury Academy coach, Darren Whitfield, has a special interest in one of the other championships, for he is the holder of the All
Weights title, won at Alston Gala last year. This year Penrith Show has been particularly supportive of the wrestling and it is
appropriate that they are hosts for the big one.

The busiest champion will be Andrew Carlile, one of the main coaches at Carlisle Wrestling Club, and
holder of no less than three titles from last year. He begins his defences at the end of August when the 11st Championship is at
Crosby Ravensworth Show, an event, which like Penrith has been making a positive effort on behalf of our traditional wrestling, and
fully deserves the honour of staging a championship which has had the same fine silver trophy since 1907. A week later he defends
his 10st title at Hesket Newmarket. Finally, in late September, he heads down to the far Western corner of Lakeland to defend his
12st title at Eskdale Show.
The last championship of the year is the 15 Stones at Alwinton Show. There have been many stirring championship battles over the
years in the big Alwinton ring, and it is particularly appropriate that some of the big Northumbrian lads will be wrestling in front of
local support, not least, Andrew Ord, the present 15st Champion.

CWWA WORLD

CHAMPIONSHIP VENUES

for 2011

All Weights

Penrith Show

Saturday July 23rd

15 Stone

Alwinton Show

Saturday October 8th

14 Stone

Powburn Show

Saturday August 6th

13 Stone

Westmorland County Show

Thursday September 8th

12 Stone

Eskdale Show

Saturday September 24th

11 Stone

Crosby Ravensworth

Thursday August 25th

10½ Stone

Hesket Newmarket Show

Saturday September 3rd

Under 18 Years

Ambleside Sports

Thursday July 28th

Under 18 Years/ 10 Stone

Langdale Gala

Sunday July 3rd

Under 15 Years

Rothbury Vintage Rally

Sunday June 19th

Under 15 Years/8 Stone

Rusland Sports

Saturday August 20th

April 21st 2011
UMBERLAND AND WESTMORLAND WRESTLING ASSOCIATION VENUES FOR THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS IN 2011
NEWS UPDATE
The 2011 Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association (CWWA) World Championship Venues will also be
available HERE for the remainder of the wrestling season.
Venues for The Lakeland Sports Promoters' Association Events for 2011 can be seen HERE.
( CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)

The Breton wrestling team won the European Championships of the International Federation of Celtic
Wrestling, held in the Canary Islands. The hosts, who had high hopes of continuing a successful run in the event only came third
behind fellow Spaniards, the Leonese.
Our wrestlers were absent because of the complications about learning a new style, Lucha Canarias, and being forced to compete
in that discipline before the Championships proper began. Eight countries from as far apart as Iceland and Sardinia took part.
Several of the Breton wrestlers in the winning team are well known here, for we continue to have good contact with them, both in
the International competition, but also in our domestic programme each year a dozen or so Bretons have graced our rings at the
end of August around Grasmere Sports time. Already this year our wrestlers competed in Brittany in their Backhold Championships.
Two of the Bretons, Matthieu le Dour and Tudy le Meur, made their reputation here many years ago, Tudy with his spectacular
hanks, and Matthieu with his unorthodox style and his rewriting of the laws of gravity. Younger members of the team included two of
the Salaun brothers, Ewen and Mathieu, who have sharpened their skills in our rings. Their father, Christian Salaun is the oganiser
of the annual foray here from Brittany.
Once upon a time some of the old guard of wrestling did not approve of the influx of wrestlers from abroad, but that is long in the
past, and all recognise that they add so much skill and sportsmanship to the busiest week of the wrestling year. For years they
camped at my farm, but after two desperately wet summers, the Brown family from Haydon Bridge took pity on them and now fundraising by the Browns pays for the use of a local sports pavilion with all the obvious advantages of showers and a roof, and some
food, too. Roll on Summer.

April 28th 2011
THE 2011 WRESTLING SEASON GETS UNDERWAY AT HETHERSGILL VINTAGE RALLY AT CARLISLE AIRPORT
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Sunday, 1st May 12.30pm
Hethersgill Vintage Rally at Carlisle Airport U12/U15/U18/Girls/8st/12½/AW.
(CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)

The Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling season starts this weekend. Carlisle Airport may be in the news as a venue for the
BBC Radio 1’s Big Weekend in a fortnight, but before that comes Hethersgill Vintage Rally which brings together hundreds of old
tractors, steam engines, cars, sit-up-and-beg push-bikes, lorries, ice-cream vans and wrestling.

The wrestling is notable, not just as the first of the year, but also as first to respond to the call from the AGM and the Governing
Board to have weights for the boys wrestling to encourage lighter wrestlers to take part.
Each event is autonomous in its choice of categories, so it is especially pleasing that the wishes expressed at the meetings have
been so promptly put into action. Added to the wrestling programme is an eight stones category without any age restriction. Let us
hope that this and many more throughout the season may keep the lightweight boys connected to the sport, for they would be likely
to provide the eleven and twelve stone senior wrestlers of the future.

The CWWA website continues to prosper and develop. It is now top of the page if you google Cumberland and Westmorland
Wrestling and the latest development is to provide maps for the Championship and LSPA venues. Although I travel to many events
there are still some where I seem to take a different route every time. For Buttermere, for example, I scan the distant fells to work
out which mountain to head for, so perhaps a map would help. Some of the maps I find very clear; others took time to follow, but
they would all get you within a short distance of the field.
Last year, when on holiday in Northumberland, I used a satnav to travel through unfamiliar minor roads to Harbottle Show. As we
neared the village the road was more and more overgrown and I was commanded by my automatic guide to launch myself across a
ford through the River Coquet which would have tested out the biggest tractor, so you cannot beat local knowledge.
The website also gives easy access to weather forecasts which tells us that the sun will shine on Sunday, an easterly wind will blow
at 18mph and there will be very good visibility…............but have they taken account of the stour when all those engines fire up
together?

May 4th 2011
THE 2011 WRESTLING SEASON IS UNDERWAY
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday, 21st May - Cumbria North Federation of Young Farmers Clubs' Field Day
(CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)

The 2011 Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling season is underway. At Carlisle Airport, under a solid blue sky, and on very solid
ground, wrestlers from Carlisle and Kendal gathered to compete at the Hethersgill Vintage Rally. The concrete nature of the ground
caused a few hard falls, but it also underpinned some startling wrestling performances.

The first event of the season is always a step into the unknown as young wrestlers come into the ring with six winter months of
growth and training to challenge the established wrestlers and test themselves against their peers from other areas.

The Junior wrestling began with a surprise when George Wilson from Kendal took the first fall in the Under 12 Years final against
last year's runaway winner, Thomas Gibson. Gibson fought back to take the next two falls, but it was tough wrestling with banged
heads as well.
The Under 15s winner, not unexpectedly, was James Hayhurst, who is a skilled wrestler and well-grown to boot. He, however,
provided the next surprise when he set about big brother William Hayhurst in the final of the Under 18 Years. In one of the best falls
of the day, James rescued a desperate situation with a hank, which twisted William under him at the last moment. Just to show it
was no fluke, James won the second fall, too, when he ducked William's attempted buttock and drove him into the ground.
I suppose that William Hayhurst might have gone home dissatisfied with his performance, but in the Men's All Weights he rescued

his day, reaching the
final with Richard Fox and gaining an excellent middle fall by buttocking the
buttocker.
Fox was the man to beat, but he did not have the most straightforward win of his career, for Andrew Carlile also managed to take a
fall from him in the semi-final. In general, though, Richard Fox was in spectacular form, and must have enjoyed sending John
Harrington up and over with a full buttock.
The best performance of the day, to my mind, came from Andrew Carlile, who wrestled cannily when necessary, and with attacking
flair and swinging hipes when he had toMegan Gibson won the Girls event by skill, buttocking Alice Beswick for the first fall of the
final and then cross-clicking for the second.
And the 8 Stones, that new category, how did it go? There was a goodly entry and the clever but lightweight Kieron Miller, the
Under 15/8st Champion, was a worthy winner. So far so good.

Results
Hethersgill Vintage Society Rally - May 1st 2011
Event

First

Second

Third

Boys Under 12 Years

T Gibson

G Wilson

J Wilson

Boys Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

K Miller

T Gibson

Boys Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

W Hayhurst

G Wilson

Girls

M Gibson

A Beswick

E Hayhurst

8 Stone

K Miller

J Wilson

T Gibson

Mens 12½ Stone

A Carlile

D Miller

J Harrington

Mens All Weights

R Fox

W Hayhurst

A Carlile

May 13th 2011
THE OLYMPIC GAMES 2012 IS BECOMING A REALITY, WITH BIG BUILDINGS RISING AND
TICKETS ON SALE .
Oop t'North, there is a danger of feeling disconnected from the event by distance and expense, but
the Olympic organisers are trying to address the problem.
(CLICK on thumbnail to see a larger picture - CLICK on the 'X' or anywhere EXCEPT on the larger image to return to this page)

NEWS UPDATE

DATES:
Saturday, 21st May - Cumbria North Federation of Young Farmers Clubs' Field Day near Calthwaite
Saturday, 21st May - Sedbergh Gala U12/U15/U18/Girls/13St/AW

An email from one of the organisers, Harry Pearson referred to:
".............. a project for the Cultural Olympiad in the North-East and Cumbria which has received an initial research grant
from the 2012 Cultural Olympiad organization and proposes to revive the old fairground boxing booth and take it on a tour
of agricultural shows across the region in the summer of 2012.
"The booth itself will be designed and decorated by a number of contemporary artists and shipped about in a decorated
horsebox, which will also include a small museum exhibit of memorabilia relating to the history of fairground boxing
booths. The booth will contain a regulation size boxing ring in which we are hoping, and this is why I am contacting you, to
stage demonstrations of a variety of sports including boxing, but also fencing, kendo and many others. The ring will also be
the venue for drama, dance and other cultural events. The idea is to take sport and the arts out into rural areas and
entertain and inform the public about them. Obviously Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling is very much part of the
agricultural show circuit already, but I wondered if there might be an opportunity for the sport to give demonstrations in the
booth too - or even to use it as a little travelling museum."
One big advantage of this enquiry is that it comes from someone who knows our sport. Harry Pearson writes sports columns for
the Guardian, but has also published a book, "North Country Fair" which has detailed visits to the likes of the Cumberland Show, the
Roman Wall Show, Grasmere, Bellingham and Alwinton. The project is in its early development stages, but I am sure we could
provide material for the museum element and wrestlers for the ring.
Last August, Daniel Robin, the main organiser of the wrestling events in the main Olympics, spent time with us at Bellingham and
Grasmere, so there are signs that the old wrestling traditions of the host nation are not being ignored.
A few weeks ago British Vogue was showing interest in our traditional strips, and we arranged for samples to be sent to them. Now
another London based magazine will have copy about our wrestling costumes. "The Lady Magazine" is an unlikely host for a
wrestling related article, but I received an email from their picture editor saying that "Catherine Lock has written a piece for our 17th
May issue of The Lady Magazine about British Crafts in which she talks about traditional wresting competition kit."
Meanwhile, back at the grass roots, the second event of the season takes place at Sedbergh Gala on Saturday 21st May. This
seems to clash with the Young Farmers Field Day in North Cumbria which attracts a big field of novices and experts, but is a
marked improvement on previous years when the South Cumbria YFC Field Day kept many of the Kendal wrestlers away from
Sedbergh

May 20th 2011
REQUESTS
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday, 21st May - Cumbria North Federation of Young Farmers Clubs' Field Day - near Calthwaite
Saturday, 21st May - Sedbergh Gala: U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls / 13St / AW
Monday, 30th May 1.30pm - Northumberland Show, Corbridge: U10 / U14 / U18 / GirlsU15 / Girls Open / 11½ / 13½ / AW
Thursday, 2nd June 6.30pm - Killington Sports: U12 / U15 / U18 / GirlsU18 / 13 / AW
The full flow of the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling season has been on hold after the opening event, and in that time yet
more requests have come in to use our wrestling as a sort of cultural background rather than as a sport.
In the past couple of months two sophisticated London-based magazines, “Vogue” and “The Lady” have wanted images of our
traditional wrestling strips. The Cornish Wrestling Association wants wrestlers for an exhibition at the Royal Cornish Show. A
boxing-booth style travelling exhibition, which would include us, is proposed for the Olympics 2012 preliminaries. An American
wrestling coach seeks information about books on our sport.
The TV programme “Escape to the Country” wants to use wrestlers as a pictorial signature for this area, and most recently, a
researcher for ITV’s “Ade in Britain” ....“a Great British culinary trip” has been in contact . They are to go county by county
looking at “traditional foods, iconic buildings, beautiful landscapes, fantastic wildlife and meet heart-warming characters in
a celebration of what makes Britain so uniquely British”.
Another request came from Jean-Francois Hubert of the Breton Federation, but I class his message as significantly different to the
others, for he seeks to know of our fixture list so that Breton wrestlers can come here to sharpen their backhold wrestling. His
question will lead directly to more wrestlers competing in our rings in the Summer.
We must be careful to value the requests from magazines and television for they promote awareness of our wrestling and its
provenance. We are, after all, not only a sport but also a cultural identifier, an icon. As such our sport may be strengthened, but only
very indirectly, and in ways difficult to analyse.
Nevertheless, with delight and relief, I can turn to the main business of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling: the athletic action
in the ring. Tomorrow, a pile of strong young people, male and female, novices and the experienced, will fill the ring for the wrestling
competitions as part of the North Cumbria Federation of Young Farmers Field Day. No-one can overestimate the importance of
having wrestling as a regular and central part of the Field Day, part of the way of life in this area. On the same day, the Kendal and
Milnthorpe wrestlers will be at Sedbergh Gala for the first event in their area. On the Bank Holiday Monday the focus shifts to The
huge Northumberland Show where wrestling is a well-established feature. Then on Thursday Evening from 6.30 till black dark the
action moves to Killington Sports.
A gathering of the young rural community; a small town gala; a massive agricultural show; a traditional North Country sports
meeting: these events are the core of our wrestling and all else is window dressing.

May 26th 2011
WRESTLING COMPETITION WITH A DIFFERENCE
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Monday, 30th May - Northumberland Show - Corbridge U10 / U14 /U18 / Girls U15 / Girls Open / 11½ st / 13½ st / AW
Thursday, 2nd June - Killington Sports U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U18 / Men U21 &12 st / 13 st / AW.

It is a wrestling competition with a difference: the wrestlers compete for points and not prize money; each wrestler can only
compete in one category; no names are called out, only club names; and most are in club colours with their nick-name or a daft
slogan on the back.
Yes, it is the Young Farmers’ Club Field Day in North Cumbria.
The entry numbers, which would make any normal event envious, and the partisan support and good humour make it a lively event.
Not unexpectedly, though, the winners are wrestlers who make their mark in the open competitions of our Grass Season.

David Miller, representing Aspatria in the 9½ stones, was a case in point, when his years of training and competition at Carlisle
Wrestling Club made his task easy. Normally he has to wrestle well above his weight, but against level opposition he was able to go
for his chips and won with inside hipes and swinging hipes in the final against George Irving of Kirklinton.
John Harrington of Caldbeck YFC not unexpectedly won the 11½ stones against the inexperienced David Pollock of Raughtonhead
in the final. In the first round Harrington met Paul Murray, back after a long absence because of injury. Harrington won but only after
Murray had given a good account of himself.

Richard Fox is another Young Farmer who can win at the highest levels of the sport, and it was he who gave the most spectacular

demonstration of the arts of Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling.
Fiona Laurie of Kirklinton does not wrestle often, but her brother, Murdo, must have have been coaching her both for her outing at
Grasmere last year and here at Calthwaite, where she felled Nicola Smith of Brampton in the final.
Last wrestle of the day was won by Katie Wigham of Caldbeck against Fiona Steel of Wigton. Katie is better known as a ladies rugby
player, but her regular participation in the Field Day has given her experience and recognition.
In the South of the county Sedbergh Gala attracted good entries, and show-cased the qualities of the present wrestlers of Kendal
Academy. Star wrestler was Graham Brocklebank who won the 13st section in a final with William Atkinson, and then went on to fell
Joe Threlfall in the Heavyweight final.
In keeping with the CWWA policy of encouraging young wrestlers with unorthodox weights, Killington Sports, next Thursday, has
added a class for men who are under 21 years and under 12 stones.

Results
Sedbergh Gala
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

T. Gibson

J. Lashley

J. Wilson

Under 15 Years

J. Hayhurst

J. Threlfall

H. King

Under 18 Years

J. Hall

W. Atkinson

J. Hayhurst

Girls Under 10 Years

O. Wilson

R. Hodgson

N/A

Ladies Open

C. Hodgson

L. Wilson

E. Wilson

13 Stone

G. Brocklebank

W. Atkinson

S. Mason

Mens All Weights

G. Brocklebank

J. Threlfall

N. Morris

Cumbria YFC Northern Field Day
Event

First

Second

Third

Women's 10 Stone

F. Laurie (Kirklinton)

N. Smith

M. Gibson

Women's Over 10 Stone

K. Wigham (Caldbeck)

F. Steel

A. McGregor

9½ Stone

D. Miller (Aspatria)

G. Irving

C. Pears

11½ Stone

J. Harrington (Caldbeck)

D. Pollock

R. Dixon

Over 11½ Stone

R. Fox (Longtown)

C. Ackerley

C. Pollock

June 5th 2011
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY SHOW
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday 11th June - 2pm Roman Wall Show - U13 / U17 / 11½st / 13½st / AW
Saturday 11th June - Lowgill Sports

The Northumberland County Show is always a wake-up call to wrestlers of all the academies. This major event attracted wrestlers
from all the regions except the far West, Waberthwaite. There seemed to be enough Kendal wrestlers to justify hiring a doubledecker bus for the day, and the Rothbury youngsters were there in force.

The role of the show as a focus for the whole region was exemplified in the winners of the first four categories: Harold Wilson of
Kendal won the Under 10 Years; Archie Singer of Rothbury felled the excellent Sam Wilson in the Under 14s final; Jimmy Hall in his
Milnthorpe vest felled Jack Brown in the Under 18s, and Megan Gibson of Carlisle felled Lucy Wilson in the Under 15 Girls.

Carol Drummond of no fixed wrestling abode won the Ladies Open, and then the Carlisle Wrestlers took over for the two
middleweight events.
The Ridley brothers, Adam and Craig, from Slaggyford, who learned their trade on the Carlisle mats, were in great form, but could
not get past John Harrington. Harrington felled Craig Ridley with a hank for the first fall of the11½ stones final, and then showed him
how to beat the hank in the second fall.
In the 13½ stones came one of the bouts of the day, between Craig Ridley and Matthew Atkinson. Their clash began appropriately
with a dog fall, just to indicate how close they were in wrestling accomplishment. Ridley then won with a leg-up buttock; Atkinson
fought back with a twist over the knee for the equaliser; and then Ridley clinched it with an outside-hipe,
The final of the 13½ stones was another close encounter, when John Harrington went ahead with a twist over the right knee which
caught Richard Fox off guard. The second hold was a tense affair until it reached a whirling climax as Fox spun Harrington off the
right hip and kept him going round and round until he was grounded. The decider was completely different: a classic left leg backheel which put Harrington on his back.

Three Northumbrians, as tall as lighthouses, dominated the All Weights. Rothbury coach, Jason Davidson, 15 stones Champion
Andrew Ord and All Weights Champion, Darren Whitfield, had their own little competition round by round, with Whitfield taking the
honours and qualifying to meet the bustling Richard Fox in the final. Fox huffed and puffed, but he did not blow Whitfield down, and
went down to a hipe for the first bout and was turned in and rushed for the second.

Results
Northumberland County Show - Corbridge
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years

H. Wilson

J. Thorburn

J. Bourne

Under 14 Years

A. Singer

S. Wilson

M. Dixon

Under 18 Years

J. Hall

J. Brown

W. Atkinson

Girls Under 15 Years

M. Gibson

L. Wilson

L. Singer

Ladies Open

C. Drummond

M. Gibson

L. Wilson

11½ Stone

J. Harrington

C. Ridley

A. Ridley

13½ Stone

R. Fox

J. Harrington

C. Ridley

Mens All Weights

D. Whitfield

R. Fox

J. Davidson

June 9th 2011
KILLINGTON SPORTS IN A GOLDEN TIME WARP
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday 11th June - 2pm - Roman Wall Show - U13 / U17 / 11½st / 13½st / AW
Saturday 11th June - 6pm - Lowgill Sports- U7 / U12 / U14 / U18 / Girls / 12st / AW
Saturday 18th June- 2pm - Kirkheaton - U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12st / 14st / AW
Sunday 19th June - 1.30pm - Rothbury Vintage Carnival - U8 / U12 / U15 World Championship / 13st / AW
Killington Sports, lost down the impossibly narrow lanes in its golden time warp, worked its traditional magic of serious events like
sprints, fell races and wrestling with even more serious sports such as sack-races and egg-throwing. Or you could simply roll down
the drumlin hill at the side of the track. So many people enter the events that much of the wrestling was single falls: "sudden death"
until the finals.

The final of the Men's All Weights was a fitting finale in the gathering evening gloom as it demonstrated the high order skills of
wrestling and the capacity for recovery and renewal after devastating illness. Eighteen months ago Joseph Robson from nearby
Grayrigg fought for his life in critical care for weeks as pneumonia, a heart condition and meningitis wracked his powerful body.
Killington marked his return to the ring, and what a return it was. Against Graham Brocklebank in the final, he had to find all his old
power and skill to switch sides and outside-hipe.
In the final he was up against Thomas Brocklebank, so hipes were not the best strategy. Instead, he conceded hold but won with a
series of nibbling cross-buttocks until the third one finished the job. Afterwards he commented that his name was only missing from
the cup for last year. Normal life had resumed, and he is to be married next month.
The 13st wrestling produced some sharp bouts, not least from new dad, Andrew Carlile, who gave a fine show of skill with heavier
opponents, until the final when Graham Brocklebank resorted to his dad's right side wrench buttock to cut through any finesses.
For sheer wrestling panache, the best of the evening was Matthew Atkinson in the special category for men under 21 and 12
stones. In the final with a third Brocklebank brother, Ben, Atkinson brought him down with a swirl of swinging hipes.

An impromptu Under 8 Years competition had set the ball rolling, and was won by John Gibson, showing wrestling skills that senior
wrestlers could wish for. His big brother, Thomas, then came first in an entry of twenty-nine for the Under 12 Years, felling Joshua
Threlfall in the final.

James Hayhurst is the man to beat at Under 15 Years so far this year, and no-one could. The Under 18s was more finely balanced,
with two Milnthorpe wrestlers, Jimmy Hall and Stuart Mason, battling closely in an early round when Mason rescued himself with a
cross-click. Mason's job was not finished but considerably eased by that fall and he went on to fell Ben Brocklebank and Matthew
Atkinson in the finals.

Results (* signifies not eligible for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Northumberland County Show - Corbridge
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 8 Years (*)

J. Gibson

T. Wilson

T. Hodgson

Under 12 Years

T. Gibson

J. Threlfall

J. Swinton

Under 15 Years

J. Hayhurst

J. Metcalfe

J. McNally

Under 18 Years

S. Mason

M. Atkinson

J. Hayhurst

Under 21 Years, 12stone

M. Atkinson

B. Brocklebank

J, Hayhurst

Girls

C. Hodgson

M. Gibson

A. Beswick

13 Stone

G. Brocklebank

A. Carlile

W. Atkinson

All Weights

J. Robson

T. Brocklebank

G. Brocklebank

June 16th 2011
THE ROMAN WALL SHOW AND LOWGILL SPORTS
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday 18th June - 2pm - Kirkheaton - U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12st / 14st / AW
Sunday 19th June - 1.30pm - Rothbury Vintage Carnival - U8 / U12 / U15 World Championship / 13st / AW
Saturday 25th June - 2.20 pm Alston Gala - U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 11½ / 13st / AW
Sunday 26th June - 2.30pm Patterdale Country Fair - U12 / U15 / U18 / 11½st / 13st / AW

A multitude of cars, hounds, people and sheep gathered on the top of an exposed ridge right next to the whin sill…and then it
rained: "whole watter". Welcome to the Roman Wall Show.
Wrestlers from the academies at Rothbury, Carlisle and Kendal, with a few locals lightened the gloom of the pouring rain, and
wrestled their hearts out. The best performance trophy went to Darren Whitfield, who could only get warm in one event, the
Heavyweights. The wrestling culminated in the All Weights final when Whitfield, the All Weights Champion met Andrew Ord, the
15st Champion. Once Whitfield had a good hold and his feet well planted, you would have thought that no-one would survive for
long, but Andrew Ord is a big strong lad and able to hold his own in pressured situations.

Whitfield did win the first long bout, but after that Ord opened up more and went for his chips. Usually he is an
outside-hiper, but that was not possible with the size of his opponent. Instead he sought to catch Whitfield's legs with back-heels as
the two men stood chest to chest. It worked once to bring the scores level, and then rocked the bigger man as they toured the
edges of the ring, and once went out of it, to be returned to the middle of the ring by the referee. In the end Whitfield took the cup
with a clear fall, but he knew he had been made to work hard for his success.
Another special final was in the Under 17s where the tall slim figure of Jack Brown of Haydon Bridge took on the equally tall, but
heavier figure of Matthew Atkinson of Kendal. Brown, on his home territory, and with lots of vocal support, was determined not to
succumb to Atkinson's strength and fought for holds all the way, went for his trips when he saw a chance and won the day.

The most successful wrestler of the event was John Harrington who gave a master class of
outside-hiping when winning both the 11½ stones and the 13½ stones. He had an occasional blip such as when James Hayhurst
took a fall from him, but usually he was well ahead of the opposition until he ran into the extra weight and power in the All Weights.
The Kendal wrestlers covered big mileage to compete, and they had another extended journey after the Roman Wall Show to
compete at Lowgill Sports, lost in the Trough of Bowland. Milnthorpe Academy turned out in force and Joe Lashley shone beating
George Wilson in two tough finals, and also taking out Sam Wilson in a very speedy contest in the under 14's.
James Hayhurst added two more wins to this season's list, and Matthew Atkinson won at 12st. Once more Graham Brocklebank
was too good for the opposition in the All Weights.
The Kendal wrestlers had a session earlier in the week wrestling "winner stays on" as they added the local flavour for an ITV
cookery programme featuring Ade Edmundson, which will be shown at the end of the year. They acquitted themselves well both
wrestling and eating. Someone had to clear up all the accumulated and delicious Cumberland sausage.

Results
The Roman Wall Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

T. Gibson

H. Bertram

G. Wilson

Under 17 Years

J. Brown

M. Atkinson

H. King

11½ Stone

J. Harrington

J. Hayhurst

H. King

13½ Stone

J. Harrington

M. Atknson

J. Brown

All Weights

D. Whitfield

A. Ord

Jack Hale

Lowgill Sports
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

J. Lashley

G. Wilson

T. Hayhurst

Under 14 Years

J. Lashley

G. Wilson

K. McNally

Under 16 Years

J. Hayhurst

I. Hammond

H. King

12 Stone

M. Atkinson

J. Hayhurst

B. Brocklebank

All Weights

G. Brocklebank

T. Hodgson

M. Atkinson

Ladies' Open

C. Hodgson

A. Beswick

E. Hayhurst

June 23rd 2011
ODDS ON FAVOURITE BECOMES THE 2011 UNDER 15 YEARS CHAMPION
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday 25th June - 2.20 pm Alston Gala - U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 11½ / 13st / AW
Sunday 26th June - 2.30pm Patterdale Country Fair - U12 / U15 / U18 / 11½st / 13st / AW
Saturday 2nd July - Skelton
Sunday 3rd July - 2pm Langdale Gala - U15 &6st / U15&8st / U18&10st World Championship / U18&12st / U21 Open / Girls
10st / Girls Open / 13st / AW
James Hayhurst of Kendal Academy was odds-on favourite to win the Under 15 Years Championship at Rothbury, and he won. But
the tale is not just as simple as that.

In the first two rounds he met younger and smaller opposition and easily won, but in the semi-final he was drawn with Archy Singer
of the Rothbury Academy, a bigger lad who demanded the best of Hayhurst. And he duly obliged with a sharp right leg crossbuttock for the first fall, and the classic combination of inside-click and right leg back-heel for the second.

In the first fall of the final Hayhurst sustained the role of favourite when he played an inside-click as soon as the referee said,
"Wrestle" and his opponent, Dan Brown, went flat on his back. At this point the theory of "there can only be one winner" seemed
tenable. Hayhurst then went once more for the inside-click, which had served so well previously, but this time Brown twisted him on
and under, to equalise. The decider was equally as sudden as the first two falls, and surprisingly Hayhurst went for the same chip
again, the inside-click. Brown was turning Hayhurst as he had in the second fall, but this time he ran out of space and he landed two

inches before Hayhurst. The favourite had won by a nose.
Both events of the week-end, Kirkheaton and Rothbury were held in Northumberland, and both events had the same pattern: a rich
assortment of young wrestlers, and some high quality Heavyweights, but with a gap for middleweight men. At Kirkheaton Jack
Brown from the Carlisle Club took his chance and won not only the under 18s but also the 12st and 14st categories, holding at bay
a succession of strong Air Cadets who had come to build fences for the horse-jumping, and stayed to wrestle. At Rothbury it was
James Hayhurst who filled the middleweight gap, felling his fellow traveller from Kendal, Hayden King in the final.
When it came to the heavyweight wrestling, the star was 15st Champion, Andrew Ord, who had wins at both venues and on the way
felled the likes of Robert Leiper, Jason Davidson and Jack Hale. Hale seemed out of sorts at soggy Kirkheaton, but raised his game
at Rothbury where it took four falls to sort out the final with Andrew Ord. A trademark swinging-hipe gave Hale the first fall, and the
third fall was a dog-fall, but Ord took the other falls to win.

When Thomas Gibson of Carlisle hiped Cade Whitfield in the final of the Under 12 Years at Rothbury, it marked the

end of a remarkable run of success, for he has been the main winner in the Under 12s for two or three
years.A birthday this week means that he will have to step up a class, and compete against older and heavier lads. He can
takecomfort that some of our best wrestlers such as Richard Dixon and John Harrington had the same experience of finding life
tough in the ring after regular success in younger sections. They came through it successfully and Thomas Gibson has all the skills
and character to do the same.

Despite the rain, a contingent of young Kendal wrestlers, accompanied by dad, uncle and coach, John Wilson, camped over in
Northumberland to save mileage and enjoy the crack. That beats sitting at home getting fat and lazy in front of the telly.

Results ( * signifies not eligible for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Kirkheaton
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

T. Gibson

J. Wilson

G. Wilson

Under 15 Years

C. Carlyle

A. Singer

J. Hall

Under 18 Years

J. Brown

D. fenton

S. Wilson

Ladies

M. Gibson

K. Leslie

L. Singer

12 Stone

J. Brown

J. Spoor

J. Pope

14 Stone

J. Brown

D. Fenton

J. Davis

All Weights

A. Ord

R. Leiper

J. Davidson

Rothbury Vintage Carnival
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 8 Years

G. Singer

J. Gibson

E. Philips

Under 12 Years

T. Gibson

C. Whitfield

T. Hayhurst

Under 15 Years World
Championship

J. Hayhurst

D. Brown

C. Carlyle

Girls U 16 Years (*)

L. Singer

S. Smith

T. Bertram

13 Stone

J. Hayhurst

H. King

C. Mason

All Weights

A. Ord

J. Hale

J. Hayhurst

June 30th 2011
AMIDST THE HIGH HILLS AT ALSTON AND PATTERDALE
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday 2nd July - 12 Noon Skelton - U13 / U16 / U18 / 11½st / 13st / AW
Sunday 3rd July - 2pm Langdale Gala - U15 &6st / U15&8st / U18&10st World Championship / U18&12st / U21 Open / Girls
10st / Girls Open / 13st / AW
Sunday 10th July - Haltwhistle - TBA
Sunday 16th July - Cumberland Show (Carlisle Racecourse) - Entries 3.15pm - U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U18/8st / 12st / 14st /
AW
.The High Pennines and the Ullswater Fells provided the handsome backdrop for the week's wrestling at Alston and Patterdale.

Although Alston is a long and winding road from Carlisle and its Wrestling Club, two locals in the draw had trained regularly in the
Currock House Gym for a few years, and showed that they still had what it takes in the wrestling ring. Joe Thompson, the present
Under 18 Years Champion, reached the final of the Under 18s, and took a good fall off the weighty James Hall with a twist back, but
lost the decider when Hall went full bore for the wrench buttock off the right hip.

Craig Ridley, the other local lad, went one better by winning the 11½ stones, and then wrestling up in the
13 stones. In the 11½st final he was closely matched by James Hayhurst, who took the middle fall by countering the leg-up. The
decider was a delicious bit of close skill when Ridley tapped Hayhurst off balance with an outside-stroke and then immediately
twisted him down.
The 13st final proved to be one of the most spectacular of the week-end when Matthew Atkinson launched Ridley on a full swinging
hipe before making him crash land. In the next hold they got into a more intricate wrestle and Ridley won by countering the insideclick. In the decider Atkinson returned to Plan A and sent Ridley gyrating at high speed before landing him.
Andrew Ord, in the All Weights, continued his imperious form. He had some big lads against him, but in the end it was the excellent

lightweight, Jack Brown, who faced him, unsuccessfully, in the final.
Two lads from Kendal Academy made their mark at both Alston and Patterdale. George Wilson had local wrestlers to beat at both
places in the finals of the Under 12 Years. James Hayhurst had the same wrestle, Haydn King, to beat in both Under 15 finals. They
are friends and travel together, but that does not stop them having a real go at each other, so much so that King suffered a nasty
cut lip as they fell together in a close bout at Alston. To his credit King, despite his injury, was in action the following day at
Patterdale.
Each of the winners of the men's wrestling at Patterdale was a class act, but in different ways. Lightweight Andrew Carlile is a
bamboozler, using as little energy as possible to win with little twists and nudges at the crucial moment. He even took a fall from
Graham Brocklebank in the 13st final with a sneaky back-heel and twist. Middleweight Graham Broccklebank has the power and
control to hoist the opposition high and then land them cleanly as he forward rolls over them. Heavyweight Joseph Robson is an
enigma, one of the most difficult wrestlers to read, and his All Weights final with Graham Brocklebank was a good illustration.
Although two stones heavier than Brocklebank, Robson eschewed strength and won by timing. The first was an outside stroke, and
in the second he allowed Brocklebank all the hold and then swiftly buttocked him.
Amongst all this well trained action at Patterdale, one of the best bouts of the day came when a tiny local lad came too late for the
boys wrestling and wittered on until a suitable opponent was found for a best-of-five match. Isaac Pitchford and Darrel Thwaites
fought five bouts of full-out action. I think Pitchford won, but does it matter? Each went home with a pound in his pocket and the
roars of the appreciative crowd in his ears. MORE IMAGES

Results ( * signifies not eligible for The Victor Ludorum 2011)

Alston Gala
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 8 Years

H. Snowden

J. Reid

J. Gibson

Under 12 Years

G. Wilson

B. Carr

J. Wilson

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

H. King

J. Wilson

Under 18 Years

J. Hall

J. Thompson

J. Brown

Ladies

M. Gibson

J. Holt

11½ Stone

C. Ridley

J. Hayhurst

J. Brown

13 Stone

M. Atkinson

C. Ridley

J. Brown

All Weights

Andrew Ord

J. Brown

J. Thompson

Ullswater (Patterdale) Country Fair
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G. Wilson

D. Thwaites

J. Wilson

Under 15 Years

J. Hayhurst

H. King

S. Wilson

Under 18 Years

J. Hall

M. Atkinson

B. Brocklebank

11½ Stone

A. Carlile

J. Brown

B. Brocklebank

13 Stone

G. Brocklebank

A. Carlile

W. Atkinson

All Weights

J. robson

G. Brocklebank

J. Hall

July 7th 2011
EVENTS AT SKELTON, DISTINGTON AND LANGDALE
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Sunday 10th July - Haltwhistle - U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies U15 / Ladies Open / Novices / 11½st / 13st / AW
Sunday 16th July - Cumberland Show (Carlisle Racecourse) - Entries 4.15pm - U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U18/8st / 12st / 14st /
AW

Jack Brown was not himself wrestling at Skelton Show. Just when you expected the killer twist or the sudden lift, nothing happened.
All was made clear the following day at Langdale Gala when the 6ft 2ins Brown successfully weighed in to defend his Under 18
Years/10st Championship title.
His determination was well rewarded when he hiped David Miller off his right hip and then smothered the hank for the second fall of
the semi-final. In the final he met the Kendal newcomer, Haydn King, who has been making a name for himself this season, and
disposed of him with inside hipes. Jack Brown has long been one of wrestling's best assets as he travels far and wide to train and
compete, and he thoroughly deserved his win. David Miller on the other hand was left smiling ruefully when he executed two of the
best falls of the week in the Under 18/12st final against Brown. Despite the height difference he took the first fall with a hipe and

back-heel, and the second with a hank.

Several other wrestlers disturbed the normal pattern of results: Mark Wharton won the impromptu Under 10s at Skelton Show when
a dozen tiny young lads competed almost waist deep in the long grass. He then travelled to Langdale the next day and felled John
Gibson in the final of the Under 15/6st. Just to put extra icing on the Wharton family cake, little brother Connor was third, and
paterfamilias Robert was enticed against his better judgement (Don't tell his wife) to compete in the All Weights, which he duly won
with some of the flourishes of old.
Craig Naylor of Wasdale was pleased with his win at 13 stones when he caught Adrian Myers with a full on buttock for the deciding
fall. Although he has won senior points at Wasdale Head Show, he regarded this as his first really competitive success.
A batch of unknowns competed at Distington. There, they have built up their own tradition of competing against each other from
year to year and make what organiser, Alf Harrington, called "a good event". The All Weights winner, out of an entry of eight, was a
strapping rugby player.
Of course, there are always the regular winners who are the mainstay of wrestling. James Hayhurst, the new Under 15s Champion,
won twice at Skelton; the Gibsons, Thomas and Megan, also had double wins; and Joseph Robson sustained his one hundred per
cent record this year by winning the All Weights at Skelton.

And, the most regular winner of all, John Harrington, twice felled Andrew Carlile in finals at Skelton. These were not his first
struggles of the day, as he had already clipped 109 of his own sheep in the morning before he set out for Skelton Show.

Results ( * signifies not eligible for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Skelton Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years *

M. Wharton

L. Brown

J. Gibson

Under 13 Years

T. Gibson

S. Hamilton

S. Brown

Under 16 Years

J. Hayhurst

K. Miller

H. King

Under 18 Years

J. Hayhurst

J. Brown

H. King

11½ Stone

J. Harrington

A. Carlile

J. Hayhurst

13 Stone

J. Harrington

A. Carlile

J. Hayhurst

All Weights

J. Robson

W. Wilson

J. Harrington

Distington Vintage Rally
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 18 Years

D. Rudd

L. Harkness

D. Hewer

Event

First

Second

Third

12½ Stone

D. Hewer

W. Mac

D. Harris

All Weights

D. Harris

D.Rudd

D. Porter

Langdale Gala
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 15 Years & 6 Stone

M. Wharton

J. Gibson

C. Wharton

Under 15 Years & 8 Stone

T. Gibson

J. Lashley

S. Wilson

U18 Yrs & 10 Stone World
Champ'ship

J. Brown

H. King

D. Miller

Under 18 Years & 12 Stone

D. Miller

J. Brown

H. King

Under 21 Years & 12 Stone

J. Brown

D. Miller

C. Naylor

Girls under 10 Stone

M. Gibson

L. Hayhurst

L. Wilson

Girls Open

M. Gibson

A. Beswick

A. Marston

13 Stone

C. Naylor

A. Myers

J. Brown

All Weights

R. Wharton

A. Myers

C. Naylor

July 14th 2011
HALTWHISTLE CARNIVAL
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday 16th July - Cumberland Show (Carlisle Racecourse) - Entries 4.15pm - U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U18/8st / 12st / 14st /
AW
Sunday 17th July - Great Eccleston - U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls Open / 13st / AW
Saturday 23rd July - 1.15pm Penrith Show - All Weights World Championship
"Am I still in?" asked Alan Walton as he took a drink of water at the edge of the crowded wrestling ring at Haltwhistle Carnival. The
answer was "Yes", even though he had been swinging inside-clicked onto the back of his head by Matthew Atkinson in the first bout
of the 13st final. Until that point it had all been going so well, as he eliminated two of the best current wrestlers, John Harrington in
the first round and Andrew Carlile in the semi-final. Harrington won his first bout with a leg-up buttock, but after that Walton took
over with a mixture of basic throws executed with strength and perfect timing: a cross-click, an outside stroke and lots of twists. In
the semi-final, he was too strong and canny for Andrew Carlile taking the winning fall with a buttock by the shoulders from a difficult
position.

So, here he was, dazed and damaged, and one fall down in the final of the 13 stones. The Romantic script-writers, of course, would
have him fight his way back from this adversity, in front of his noisy home crowd: the old warrior giving his all in a ring redolent with
affectionate memories of his son, Chris, a Grasmere champion, who died so tragically….and that is exactly what happened.
On automatic pilot, he gained a good hold of Atkinson and twisted him over the knee for the equalising fall, then went on to win the
top prize with a flourish: a swinging inside-click, slightly less spectacular than Atkinson's, but just as effective. Peter Hunter
rewarded him further with the trophy for the best performance of the day.
John Harrington had a day of losing the first fall and then fighting back to win. In the 11½ stones Craig Ridley of Slaggyford took him
by surprise when he jumped right across him with a cross-buttock. An outside-hipe evened the score, then a long, closely fought
bout ended in Harrington's favour with a hipe, a twist and a cartwheel.

The same happened in the final with Andrew Carlile. The first fall went to Carlile after a long, thoughtful bout was finished with a
sudden rush when Harrington failed to buttock. The fight-back came from a hipe after Carlile failed in an attempt to swing, and then
Harrington won the decider with back-heels and a twist over the knee.
The Kendal wrestlers had a good day, winning all the main boys' prizes, except for the Under 18s which went to Jimmy Hall who
began wrestling at Milnthorpe Academy and now frequents the Carlisle club. He also reached the final of the men's All Weights, but
Andrew Ord from Morpeth was strong enough to outside-hipe him twice.
"Are the Bretons coming this year?" has been a common question amongst wrestling fans, and the answer is that they will be
around our rings between August 25th to September 5th.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Haltwhistle Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G. Wilson

C. Ballouche

J. Wilson

Under 15 Years

J. Hayhurst

H. King

D. Galloway

Under 18 Years

J. Hall

J. Hayhurst

M. Atkinson

Girls Under 15 Years

M. Gibson

E. Hayhurst

A. Marston

Ladies Open

D. Thompson

M. Gibson

A Beswick

Novices

J. Balloch

J. Hodgson

H. Bradley

11½ Stone

J. Harrington

A. Carlile

J. Brown

13 Stone

A. Walton

M. Atkinson

A. Carlile

All Weights

A. Ord

J. Hall

M. Atkinson

July 21st 2011
CUMBERLAND SHOW & GREAT ECCLESTONE SHOW
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday 23rd July - 1.15pm Penrith Show - U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U15 / Ladies Open/ 11½st / 13st /All Weights World
Championship
Sunday, 24th July - 3pm Coniston U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls / 11½st /13st / AW
Wed, 27th July- 2pm N. Lonsdale Show U12 / U15 / 11st / 13st / AW
Thursday, 28th July - 1pm Ambleside Sports U12 / U15 / U18 World Championship / Girls U15 / Ladies Open / 8st / 11½st /
12½st / 14st / AW
Friday, 29th July - 2.30pm Langholm U12 / U16 / Ladies / 11½st / 13st / AW
Saturday, 30th July - 2pm Beetham U12 / U14 / U16 / U18 / Girls / 12½st / AW
Saturday, 30th July - 12.30pm Cockermouth U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 11½st / 13st / AW
Sunday, 31st July - Flookburgh

Two wrestlers, James Hayhurst and Joe Threlfall, had a good weekend, with wins at both the Cumberland Show and at Great
Eccleston. Hayhurst, the Under 15 Years Champion, excelled himself and was awarded the best performance trophy at both events.
Not only is he pre-eminent in his own age category, but he also has enough power and skill to defeat older wrestlers. Matthew
Atkinson is making his mark by throwing all sorts of wrestlers in spectacular style, but he could not cope with Hayhurst at Carlisle.

Joe Threlfall, now a craggy veteran, has extra pleasure at wrestling events watching his
three lads competing and improving all the time. Joshua, in particular, figured in the prize money at both venues. When his own turn
came to compete, Joe was in good form, controlling the opposition and then knocking them over with his favourite twist over the
knee. At Carlisle, Joseph Robson took a fall with a cross-click, and Andrew Ord back-heeled him, but Threlfall always took the
winning fall. In the final against Richard Fox, the usually ebullient Fox was subdued in two straight falls.
At Great Eccleston Show, the main opposition came from Graham Brocklebank who had beaten Stuart Mason in the final of the 13
stones. Brocklebank sometimes causes Threlfall significant problems, but at Great Eccleston Threlfall disposed of him efficiently
with strong twists off the chest. All this augurs well for the Heavyweights World Championship which is to be held tomorrow at
Penrith Show.

Carlisle Wrestling Club provided the excitement in the earlier men's weights. John
Harrington and Andrew Carlile fought out the 12st final. Ignoring the several acres available in the main ring, they made a close
inspection of the crowd on the edge of the members' tent. Carlile edged ahead when he caught Harrington with a low and late twist
by the shoulders. Harrington answered with an inside-click finished by a twist. The decider went to Harrington when Carlile tried a
combination of a cross-click and inside-click which failed and allowed Harrington the hold which he used to good effect with one of
his trademark outside-hipes.
Richard Fox has been clipping sheep rather than felling men recently, but he continued his successful return to the ring by felling
Matthew Atkinson in the final of the 14 stones. Atkinson had been going well, felling John Harrington in the semi-final, but Richard
Fox won in straight falls.
It was good, too, to see George Wilson taking over the mantel as the main man in the under 12s. Kieran Miller and Sam Wilson
enjoyed the luxury of wrestling at their own weight in the 8stones, Miller winning the final. Megan Gibson kept the influx of Kendal
girls at bay to win the Under 15 Girls, and Jimmy Hall showed his hiping skills in winning the Under 18s.

Next week is one of the busiest in the wrestling calendar with only two days without wrestling events.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Cumberland Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G.Wilson

M. Wharton

J. Wilson

Under 15 Years

J. Hayhurst

J. Threlfall

H. King

Under 18 Years

J. Hall

W. Atkinson

J. Hayhurst

Girls Under 15 Years

M. Gibson

L. Wilson

L. Hayhurst

8 Stone

K. Miller

S. Wilson

J. Threlfall

12 Stone

J. Harrington

A. Carlile

W. Atkinson

14 Stone

R. Fox

M. Atkinson

J. Brown

Great Ecclestone Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

J. Lashley

J. Threlfall

J. Sweetnam

Under 15 Years

J. Hayhurst

J. Lashley

J. Sweetnam

Under 18 Years

S. Mason

J. Hayhurst

J. Lashley

13 Stone

G. Brocklebank

S. Mason

J. Hayhurst

All Weights

J. Threlfall

G. Brocklebank

Jack Lashley

Best Performance

James Hayhurst

July 28th 2011
PENRITH, CONISTON & NORTH LONSDALE SHOWS
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Friday, 29th July - 2.30pm Langholm U12 / U16 / Ladies / 11½st / 13st / AW
Saturday, 30th July - 2pm Beetham U12 / U14 / U16 / U18 / Girls / 12½st / AW
Saturday, 30th July - 12.30pm Cockermouth U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 11½st / 13st / AW
Sunday, 31st July - Flookburgh U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls / 11½ / 13 / AW
Thursday, 4th August - Ings U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls / 12½ / AW
Saturday 6th August - Powburn (including 14st World Championship)
Sunday 7th August - Gilsland

The All Weights Championship at Penrith Show brought big men from all directions to compete for the big silver Wrestling
Association trophy that lists the world champions since 1906.
The holder, Northumbrian, Darren Whitfield, put up a spirited defence of his title, single-handedly snuffing out the Scottish invasion
from Dundee Wrestling Club. His first two rounds were a case of déjà vu for he met the Hirsch brothers, identical twins, but now
significantly different in weight. First John Hirsch with a leg-up, and then Frazer with a buttock, took the first fall, only for Whitfield to
tighten his defence and win with counters, until a final low buttock took him into the semi-final against Thomas Brocklebank. In that
encounter, Brocklebank's raw power, and good technique gave him straight falls mainly won by twists.

Up the other route to the final, Andrew Ord, a protégé of Whitfield's, eliminated some big men. In the first round he hiped Trevor
Hodgson twice. His next opponent, Joe Threlfall, had bossed him recently at the Cumberland Show, but that must have been a
learning experience for the young Northumbrian, for he outside-hiped Threlfall for the first fall and then, when Threlfall stepped in to
attack, Ord chested him down.
This set up a final between two powerful wrestlers who rarely meet. Brocklebank, with his father and grandfather's names already
on the cup hales from Warton in North Lancashire and Ord from beside Morpeth in Northumberland.
Brocklebank struck first, gaining a powerful hold and then twisting Ord over his knee. The tall, comparatively slim Ord, seemed to
have no answer, but when Brocklebank tried to do the same again in the second bout, he tried to twist over the knee before he had
complete control of Ord's long back, and Ord had enough room to twist for the equaliser. For the deciding hold Ord went into the
attack and won with an outside hipe and twist.
Andrew Ord's win was no fluke for he is already the holder of the 15st Championship, and in Northumberland and North Cumbria he
has been a prolific winner in the last couple of years. Last year he was a close runner-up for the Wrestling Association Victor
Ludorum trophy for heavyweight events throughout the season. He is from farming stock and I used to imagine his special strength
came from plenty of physical work, but in fact he works at a workshop at Kirkharle Courtyard which produces the highest quality
traditional furniture.

Penrith Show had a big crowd round the ring for almost three hours of wrestling. John
Harrington had the best of days, not unexpectedly winning the 11½ stones, in a final with Jack Brown, but he then had to raise his
game in the 13 stones where the likes of Richard Fox and Graham Brocklebank were in the lists. Those two met in the second
round, and despite Fox's best efforts to buttock and hank, Brocklebank won with twists and a back-heel.
The semi-final bout between Brocklebank and Harrington saw wrestling at its most intense and dynamic. The first ended in a
spectacular dog-fall as Harrington's hank sent them both flying. The second fall saw Harrington triumph with a leg-up, and
Brocklebank in despair with an injured shoulder which left him unable to continue.

Perhaps the excitement and effort had distracted Harrington, for young William Atkinson took the first fall of the final with a low twist
off the left side. Harrington then regained his composure and won the next two falls by out-twisting the youngster. As a result of that
win we had the poignant picture of seeing the Jim Harrington Memorial Trophy presented by Jim's brother Joe to Joe's son John, if
you can follow that.
James Hayhurst had another magnificent week with wins at Penrith, Coniston and a whitewash of results at North Lonsdale Show.
Joe Lashley is proving to be a born winner at Under 12s, and Megan Gibson and Connie Hodgson both had double wins.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Penrith Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

J. Lashley

C. Whitfield

J. Wilson

Under 15 Years

J. Hayhurst

P. Potts

H. King

Under 18 Years

J. Hall

J. Brown

M. Atkinson

Girls Under 15 Years

M. Gibson

E. Wilson

R. Hodgson

Ladies Open

C. Hodgson

D. Thompson

E. Hayhurst

11½ Stone

J. Harrington

J. Brown

H. King

13 Stone

J. Harrington

W. Atkinson

G. Brocklebank

All Weights

A. Ord

T. Brocklebank

D. Whitfield

Coniston Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

J. Lashley

G. Wilson

J. Wilson

Under 15 Years

J. Hayhurst

G. Wilson

H. King

Under 18 Years

W Hayhurst

J. Hayhurst

R. Bowyer

Girls

C. Hodgson

A. Beswick

R. Hodgson

Event

First

Second

Third

11½ Stone

J. Hayhurst

A. Myers

H. King

13 Stone

G. Benson

J. Hayhurst;

A. Myers

All Weights

S. Fleming

G. Benson

S. Wilkinson

North Lonsdale Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

T. Hayhurst

T. Hodgson

Under 15 Years

J. Hayhurst

T. Hayhurst

Girls *

C. Hodgson

R. Hodgson

11½ Stone

J. Hayhurst

H. King

T. Hayhurst

13 Stone

J. Hayhurst

H. King

S. Garnett

All Weights

J. Hayhurst

R. Jewell

H. King

H. King

August 4th 2011
THE BUSIEST WRESTLING WEEK OF THE YEAR
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday 6th August - Powburn U10 / U13 / U16 / 11½st / 14st Championship / AW / Local Novice
Sunday 7th August - Gilsland U12 / U15 / U18 / GirlsU14 / LadiesOpen / 11½st / 13½st / AW
Tuesday 9th August - 1.30 Kirkby Lonsdale U12st / U15 / U1 / GirlsOpen / 13st /AW
Saturday 13th August - 12 Noon - Dalston U12 / U15 / U18 / 11½st / 13st / AW
Sunday 14th August - Forestburngate

James Hall, Jimmy, a 17 year old apprentice motor-mechanic from Langwathby, had a week of
wrestling to savour. First of all he won the Under 18 Years Championship at Ambleside Sports, won again in his age-group at
Flookburgh, and then, impressively triumphed in the senior All Weights.
At Ambleside he was favourite to win despite the strong field of young wrestlers. He had the singular advantage of weighing in at
17½ stones. Last year some of the good middleweights could out-manoeuvre him and escape his power. This year with extra
practice over the winter at Carlisle Wrestling Club and regular action throughout the season so far, he is wrestling more shrewdly
and using his physique to full advantage. Stuart Mason managed to take a fall off him in the semi-final by gaining a sudden hold and
then rushing him forward, but otherwise Hall wrestled impeccably, hiping decisively off his right hip for most of his falls.
His new status as a top wrestler was further illustrated at Flookburgh when he met Joe Threlfall in the final of the All Weights.
Threlfall can scarcely be matched for power, and he is much the same weight as Jimmy Hall, but the young lad set about him with
attacking wrestling and lifted him a few times. In the end, the falls went to Hall after some big twists.
Joe Threlfall certainly had an eventful few days with successes at Langholm and Beetham, and finals at Flookburgh and Ambleside.
In addition, his son Joshua won at Langholm.

Joseph Robson was missing from the wrestling on Saturday because he was stepping over the road in

Grayrigg to marry Lindsay, but he turned out for a final fling of freedom at Ambleside Sports two
days prior. In the All Weights final he met Joe Threlfall who immediately put on the clamps and twisted him over the knee. Joe
Robson is a big lad but he was made to look small by Threlfall. A new strategy was needed, and Robson kept Threlfall moving so
that he could not apply his full power, and then twice using the slope of the Ambleside ring he wrong-footed the bigger man.

John Harrington continued his impressive form. He attended two events and won twice at both. At Ambleside Cyril Bragg adjudged
him the best wrestler of the day for the Guinness Trophy. At Cockermouth he and Richard Fox thrilled the crowd with a ding-dong
performance with first one winning then the other turning the tables in the next weight.
Richard Fox had a successful and eventful week. At Ambleside, in the 14st final, he had one of those wonderfully ferocious, athletic
and sporting encounters that light up an event when two well matched wrestlers at the top of their powers give their all. Three falls
were needed to decide the winner: Graham Brocklebank took the middle fall with hold and a rush forward, but Fox took the trophy
with two buttocks. He also buttocked Joe Threlfall for the first fall of the All Weights final at Langholm, but lost the next two.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Ambleside Sports
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

J Lashley

G Wilson

J Wilson

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

M Bennet

T Gibson

Under 18 Years World
Championship

J Hall

B Brocklebank

S Mason

Girls Under 14

M Gibson

L Wilson

R Hodgson

Ladies Open

D Thompson

C Hodgson

L Wilson

8 Stone

K Miller

S Wilson

T Gibson

11½ Stone

J Harrington

C Naylor

J Brown

12½ Stone

J Harrington

J Brown

W Atkinson

13 Stone

R Fox

G Brocklebank

D Atkinson

All Weights

J Robson

J Threlfall

T Hodgson

Guinness Trophy

J Harrington

Langholm Common Riding
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

J Threlfall

O Raine

J Stoddan.

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 16 Years

J Hayhurst

H King

S Clegg

Ladies

C Hodgson

Amasulter

R Hodgson

11½ Stone

J Hayhurst

M Rose

J Brown

13 Stone

R Fox

J Brown

M Rose

All Weights

J Threlfall

R Fox

S Briggs

Cockermouth Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

R Scott

M Hodgson

E Robson

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

P Potts

S Brown

Under 18 Years

J Addyman

, D Miller

K Cartwright

11½ Stone

J Harrington

P Murray

D Miller

13 Stone

J Harrington

R Fox

A Myers

All Weights

R Fox

J Harrington

A Myers

Beetham Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

J Lashley

G Wilson

J Steele

Under 14 Years

S Wilson

J Arnold

G Wilson

Under 16 Years

W Atkinson

J Hayhurst

K McNally

Under 18 Years

S Mason

J Hayhurst

M Atkinson

Ladies Open

C Hodgson

A Beswick

L Hayhurst

12½ Stone

J Park

S Mason

M Atkinson

All Weights

J Threlfall

S Mason

S Allen

Flookburgh Steam Gathering
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

J Wilson

T Hodgson

Under 15 Years

J Bellamy

H King

S Wilson

Under 18 Years

J Hall

W Atkinson

B Brocklebank

Ladies Open

H Hodgson

E Wilson

,L Wilson

11½ Stone

B Brocklebank

H King

J Wilson

13 Stone

G Brocklebank

M Atkinson

W Atkinson

All Weights

J Hall

J Threlfall

S Fleming

August 10th 2011
POWBURN, GILSLAND AND KIRKBY LONSDALE SHOWS
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday 13th August - 12 Noon - Dalston U12 / U15 / U18 / 11½st / 13st / AW
Sunday 14th August - Forestburngate U10 / U12 / U15 / U21 / 12½st / 15½st / AW
Saturday 20th August - Rusland including the U15/8st World Championship
Saturday 20th August - Gosforth
Saturday 20th August 12.30 Allendale U12 / U15 / U18 / 11½st / 14 / AW
Sunday 21st August 2.30 Torver U12 / U15 / U18 / LadiesOpen / 11½ / 13 / AW / Costume

"When the going gets tough….." Richard Fox gets going. The 14st Championship will
rarely have had a smaller entry since Ted Dunglinson won the new event in 1951, but it will also rarely have seen a better final.
In the soggy ring at Powburn, Frazer Hirsch of Dundee, always a powerful and skilled competitor, seized Fox by the ears and fullbuttocked him high and handsome for the first fall. With the winning post so near, Hirsch put all he had into gaining a good hold in
the second bout and going for the hipe. Three and four times it looked as if Hirsch would pivot Fox on the inside-hipe, but always
Fox stuck out his long leg and every inch of toe to touch the ground first and prevent the completion of the throw. Eventually, Fox
landed better, caught Hirsch off balance and scrambled a twisting win at the edge of the ring.
The decider was another intense bout, but Fox kept away from the Hirsch hold and won the day with a back-heel to put his man
backwards and a twist over the knee to finish him.

The All Weights event was one of the strangest of the season so far. The new All Weights champion, Andrew Ord, met the even
newer 14st Champion, Richard Fox in the first round and brushed him aside with two flicking outside-hipes. Another Ord win looked
inevitable until he met Jack Ewart of Westward in the semi-final. Ord seemed to be bossing the bout and throwing his man, but
twice his knees dropped to the ground before Ewart's long body landed.
The Rothbury coaches have pointed out that Ord, brilliant wrestler though he is, cannot do a forward roll on the mats. If you watch
the likes of John Harrington and Graham Brocklebank completing a hipe, they will follow their man down and roll over the top of him
so that there is no resistance possible. Perhaps that was what allowed Jack Ewart to twist enough to gain the falls.
Ewart still had John Harrington to beat in the final, and that was what he did with a left leg inside-hipe which caught Harrington as he
stepped in. The final fall was a classic counter chip. Harrington tried to nullify Ewart's long legs by attacking with the inside-click, a
chip which he uses sparingly but usually effectively. On this occasion, Ewart fell back, but in doing so, with years of Tom
Harrington's coaching prompting the right response, he twisted the right way and brought his man under for a most satisfying
conclusion.
John Harrington won twice at 11½ stones, at Powburn and Gilsland. Richard Fox went one better by winning an extra two events at
Gilsland. James Hayhurst again won two Under 15 events and took good falls amongst the men. Scott Brocklebank, leaner and
taller, won the Under 18s at Kirkby Lonsdale after a long absence from the ring.
But, one of the best performances of the week came from a seven-year-old. Gus Singer won the plaudits for his style and panache
as he won the Under 10s at both Powburn and Gilsland.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Powburn Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years

G Singer

J Gibson

T Davidson

Under 13 Years

T Gibson

T Davidson

G Singer

Under 16 Years

C Little

T Gibson

A Singer

Novices

R Dolan

C Little

A Singer

11½ Stone

J Harrington

J Brown

A Singer

14 Stone World Championship

R Fox

F Hirsch

R Dolan

All Weights

J Ewart

J Harrington

A Ord

Gilsland Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years (*)

G Singer

R Proud

M Wharton

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

J Wilson

A Storey

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

G Wilson

T Gibson

Under 18 Years

M Atkinson

W Atkinson

J Hayhurst

Girls Under 14 Years

L Singer

T Bertram

A Marston

Ladies Open

D Thompson

F Laurie

L Singer

11½ Stone

J Harrington

J Brown

G Wilson

13½ Stone

R Fox

J Harrington

All Weights

R Fox

M Atkinson

W Atkinson

Kirkby Lonsdale Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 9 Years (*)

J Gibson

J Houghton

Jack Threlfall

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

J Wilson

Jack Threlfall

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

G Wilson

T Gibson

Under 18 Years

S Brocklebank

W Atkinson

M Atkinson

Girls Open

C Hodgson

A Beswick

M Gibson

13 Stone

G Brocklebank

S Mason

W Atkinson

All Weights

J Threlfall

G Brocklebank

M Atkinson

August 18th 2011
DALSTON SHOW
NEWS UPDATE

DATES:
Saturday 6th August - Powburn U10 / U13 / U16 / 11½st / 14st Championship / AW / Local Novice
Sunday 7th August - Gilsland U12 / U15 / U18 / GirlsU14 / LadiesOpen / 11½st / 13½st / AW
Tuesday 9th August - 1.30 Kirkby Lonsdale U12st / U15 / U1 / GirlsOpen / 13st /AW
Saturday 13th August - 12 Noon - Dalston U12 / U15 / U18 / 11½st / 13st / AW
Sunday 14th August - Forestburngate
Apparently, the River Caldew used to run right through the Dalston Show field, and that saved the day this year, for the mud never
got beyond the non-sticking putty consistency lying on top of speed-draining alluvial gravel. The Forestburngate wrestling, near
Rothbury, on the other hand, was a soggy cancellation days previously.

In one of the best prepared wrestling rings of the season
Richard Fox of Hethersgill performed heroics. His first win, the 13 stones, was not unexpected, as he is a dominant force at that
weight. In the final he met the rising star, Jack Brown of Haydon Bridge, who had done well in an earlier round to reverse an earlier
defeat by James Hayhurst. Perhaps inevitably, the tall Brown was sent skyward by Fox’s buttocking.
Richard Fox’s second win, the All Weights, was not so spectacular, but much more dramatic. Drawn against Joe Threlfall of Preston,
he set about moving the 18st man round the ring, never allowing him to settle. The contest was Fox’s speed, stamina and skill
versus Threlfall’s power, weight and skill. The strategy worked as Fox struck with a back heel and Threlfall was unable to twist out of
the way. Sadly, after the fall, Fox remained flat on his back. His day seemed to be over, but he rallied, wandered around flexing and
testing out his shoulder, before taking hold again. The same pattern ensued with constant movement followed by Fox striking with a
back-heel to win.

The weight ratios were reversed in the All Weights final when Fox met his old friend and adversary, the lightweight winner, John
Harrington of Bewaldeth. In the first bout, the two went down together for a dog-fall, and then Fox won the next two falls, finishing
with a hipe and cross.
John Harrington, as usual, was involved in some of the neatest wrestling of the day. In the 11½ stones, he was taken aback to lose
the first fall to James Hayhurst of Natland, when Hayhurst gained the hold, Harrington put in the hank and Hayhurst threw it out and
him down. Harrington equalised with a workaday twist over the knee, and then put the youngster in his place with a “Peter Hunter”,
a right-leg outside stroke done entirely by speed and timing, which leaves an opponent without a leg to stand on smiling ruefully on
the turf. In the 11½st final he subdued another young Kendal wrestler, William Atkinson of Selside.
James Hayhurst won two age categories and then set off into Northumberland for his other sport Motorbike Trial Racing where he
came sixth in a round of the British National Championships.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Dalston Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G. Wilson

J. Wales

J Wilson

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

T. Gibson

A. Singer

Under 18 Years

J. Hayhurst

W. Atkinson

A. Singer

11½ Stone

J Harrington

W. Atkinson

J Brown

13 Stone

R Fox

J. Brown

J. Harrington

All Weights

R. Fox

J. Harrington

G. Nichol

August 25th 2011
THIS WEEK'S SHOWS
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Sat, 27th August 12.00 - Newcastleton U13 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12½ / AW
Sat, 27th August 3.00 - Millom & Broughton U12 / Local U15 / U16 / U18 / 12st / AW
Sat, 27th August 3.15 - Bellingham U12 / U16 /7 / 9st/ 12st / 14 / AW /Novice / Ladies Open
Sun, 28th August 11.00 - Grasmere U12 / U15 / U18 / GirlsU15 / GirlsU18 / 8st / 11st / 12st / 13st / 14st / AW / Ladies 10st /
Ladies AW.
Mon 29th August 11.00 - Silloth U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U15 / Ladies Open /11½st / 13st / AW
Mon 29th August 2.30 - Keswick U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies /11½st / 13st / AW
Wed 31st August 2.30 - Ennerdale U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12½st / AW
Sat, 3rd September - Harbottle
Sat, 3rd September - Lowick
Sat, 3rd September - Hesket Newmarket including 10½st Ch’ship
Sun, 4th September - Loweswater
Sun, 4th September - Wolsingham
Thurs, 8th September - Westmorland Show Including 13st Ch’ship
The final of the Under 15 Years/10st Championship at Rusland was no simple matter of lads turning out for the fun of it, but the
culmination of many years of training, travelling and competing. At their age, I had competed once and had no idea what a wrestling
mat was, but Thomas Gibson and Sam Wilson are old hands and old rivals. Gibson has been coached by Alan Jones, Andrew
Carlile and Tom Harrington at Carlisle Wrestling Club for several years, and Wilson’s father is Kendal Academy coach, John Wilson,
nuff sed.

Their final match at Rusland was typical of many of their previous bouts. Gibson is younger, heavier and attacks; Wilson is slighter,
more technical and reacts. In the final, Gibson took the first fall, Wilson equalised with a twist and then Gibson clinched the winner.
At Rusland, James Hayhurst once more took both the Under 15s and the Under 18s, beating Ben Brocklebank in the Under 18 final.
Stuart Fleming again proved that he is the hidden asset of heavyweight wrestling. Only turning out at a few of his local venues, he
has the power and class to beat the best. At Rusland it was Graham Brocklebank in the final of the All Weights.

The Brocklebank family moved into winning ways at Torver when Ben won the 11½ stones and Graham was unbeatable in both the
13 stones and the Heavyweights.
Gosforth Show, unashamedly, concentrates on the youngsters, with five boys’ categories and none for men. Most of the wrestlers
were locals unknown beyond their area, but it was good to see Paul Murray and his sister, Lyn, winning their sections.
At Allendale, John Harrington ruled the roost, although the Ridley brothers, and Gordon Nichol made him work hard for his three
wins. Unfortunately, Adam Ridley broke his ankle when his leg twisted under him.
John Chicken of Haydon Bridge is a regular at wrestling events, not competing, but watching. For twenty-five years he has been a
keen spectator, but at Allendale Show all that changed when he entered the 14 stones. Has a new star arrived? Well, as he took
hold against Jack Brown, he looked the part ……for several seconds.
The Bretons are here ready for the busiest ten days of our wrestling year. Their party consists of five men and two women, and they
are expected straight from the Plymouth Ferry to compete at Grayrigg Show.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Allendale Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

H Bertram

G Singer

H Robson

Under 15 Years

A Singer

G Singer

H Bertram

Under 18 Years

J Brown

A Singer

H Bertram

11½st

J Harrington

A Ridley

C Ridley

14st

J Harrington

C Ridley

J Brown

Event

First

Second

Third

All Weights

J Harrington

G Nichol

C Ridley

Gosforth Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 9 Years

J Connor

J Lamb

J Bradley

Under 11 Years

M Ratcliff

J Lamb

J Connor

Under 13 Years

D Connor

M Ratcliff

C Loyd

Under 15 Years

T Johnson

A Phillips

K Atkin

Under 18 Years

P Murray

J Atkin

A Phillips

Girls

L Murray

J Hall

J Robinson

Rusland Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

R Albion

J Wilson

Under 15/8st Championship

T Gibson

S Wilson

J Wilson

Under 15

J Hayhurst

G Wilson

J Wilson

Under 18

J Hayhurst

B Brocklebank

M Atkinson

Girls

C Hodgson

L Wilson

L Clough

12½st

M Atkinson

J Hayhurst

W Atkinson

AW

S Fleming

G Brocklebank

W Atkinson

Torver Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12

G Wilson

J Wilson

H Mason

Under 15

S Wilson

G Wilson

J Wilson

Under 18

M Atkinson

B Brocklebank

W Atkinson

Ladies

C Hodgson

A Beswick

L Albion

11½ st

B Brocklebank

G Wilson

C Naylor

13st

G Brocklebank

W Atkinson

B Brocklebank

AW

G Brocklebank

J Robson

W Atkinson

Costume

J Wilson

O Wilson

W Atkinson

September 2nd 2011
THIS WEEK'S SHOWS
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Sat, 3rd September - Harbottle
Sat, 3rd September - Lowick
Sat, 3rd September 3.15 - Hesket Newmarket U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls / Novices / 10½ Ch’ship/12½
Sun, 4th September 3.30 - Loweswater U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12.5 / AW
Sun, 4th September 1.45 - Wolsingham U12 / U15 /U18 / Ladies / 11 / 12 /14 /AW
Thurs, 8th September 2.00 - Westmorland Show Girls U14 /Ladies Open / U12 / U15 / U18&10st / U18 / 12 / 13Ch’ship(£1000)
/ 14 / AW
Sat, 11th September - Stanhope
Sat, 11th September - Whitfield
Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling has been virtually a full-time job for some wrestlers, organisers, fans, and me this past
week, with eight events putting on sixty-five categories. The Scots from Dundee played their part; the Bretons boosted numbers
and variety; the locals at Bellingham and Ennerdale particularly had the crowds cheering and laughing; Grasmere with its bigger
double ring had a solid circle of spectators applauding for over four and a half hours of lively wrestling; and the Kendal Academy
nomads put a solid base into the wrestling at every event. Wrestling and I had a good week.

Crosby Ravensworth: Richard Dixon, now a rare sight in a ring won the 11st Championship in style, but Jack Brown drew the
plaudits for the way he felled the holder, Andrew Carlile. Frazer Hirsch fro Dundee impressed with the variety and invention of his
wrestling
Grayrigg: Sam Wilson won the 8 stones on his home turf and Graham Brocklebank ruled the roost with his power and athleticism to
win twice. The Bretons, motorway-lagged, make their first appearance.
Newcastleton: Wrestlers moved from showing sheep to flinging opponents, with Richard Fox trying himself out after the bumps and
bruises of Dalston Show, and winning with flair.
Bellingham: John Harrington looks like making a clean sweep until he meets Jason Davidson’s lock-hiping efficiency in the All
Weights final
Grasmere: Jimmy Hall has them gasping with his sudden hipes. Andrew Carlile wins two categories and the Guinness Trophy with
his blend of speed and wrestling efficiency. Richard Fox struggles for form in the 13 stones as Graham Brocklebank prospers.
Richard Fox at full throttle roars back to take the 14 stones. Thomas Brocklebank comes back from behind against Joseph Robson
to take the heavyweight crown
Silloth and Keswick: John Harrington is unstoppable as he single-handedly keeps the Breton invasion under control with five wins.
At Keswick, Joe Threlfall does well to turn the tables on Stuart Fleming who beat him at Grasmere.
Ennerdale: a mixture of the international (the Bretons), the highly trained (John Harrington and James Hayhurst) and a substantial
entry of local enthusiasm provided a wholesome recipe of the best that Cumbria offers. Martin Maussion ended Harrington’s hopes
of a clean sweep, and then James Hayhurst provided the culmination of the whole week by felling Mauusion in the All Weights final
to add to his wins in the Under 15s and 18s.
I’m exhausted.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Crosby Ravensworth Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 13 Years

G Wilson

S Browne

T Gibson

Under 16 Years

J Hayhurst

Jack Hall

S Wilson

Under 18 Years

Jimmy Hall

J Hayhurst

J Brown

Girls

C Hodgson

R Hodgson

A Beswick

11st World Championship

R Dixon

J Brown

A Carlile

13st

F Hirsch

A Carlile

G Reid

All Weights

Jimmy Hall

F Hirsch

A Carlile

Grayrigg Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

T Hodgson

A Hodgson

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

H King

G Wilson

Under 18 Years

M Atkinson

W Atkinson

J Hayhurst

Girls Under 15 Years

L Wilson

Ellie Wilson

Eliz Wilson

Girls Open

C Hodgson

J Le Bloas

P Sellin

8st

S Wilson

J Wilson

T Gibson

11½st

G Brunou

B Brocklebank

M Maussion

13st

G Brocklebank

F Hirsch

M Maussion

All Weights

G Brocklebank

R Dolan

F Hirsch

Newcastleton
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 13 Years

T Gibson

H Bertram

J Wilson

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

S Wilson

H Bertram

Under 18 Years

W Atkinson

J Brown

M Atkinson

Ladies Open

C Hodgson

M Gibson

R Hodgson

12½st

J Harrington

M Atkinson

W Atkinson

All Weights

R Fox

J Harrington

G Nichol

Bellingham Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

H Bertram

G Singer

J Wilson

Under 16 Years

W Atkinson

J Wilson

A Singer

7st

S Wilson

H Bertram

G Singer

9st

J Wilson

H Bertram

S Wilson

Ladies Open

C Hodgson

B Straker

C Drummond

Novices

E Donals

A Singer

H Bertram

Event

First

Second

Third

12st

J Harrington

J Brown

M Atkinson

14st

J Harrington

M Atkinson

W Atkinson

All Weights

J Davidson

J Harrington

F Wyrely-Birch

Grasmere Sports
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

B Wright

G Singer

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

H King

T Gibson

Under 18 Years

J Hall

W Atkinson

J Brown

Girls Under 15 Years

M Gibson

E Wilson

L Wilson

Girls Under 18 Years

C Hodgson

P Sellin

H Hodgson

Boys 8st

K Miller

S Wilson

T Gibson

Ladies 10st

J Le Bloas

M Gibson

L Wilson

Ladies Open

C Hodgson

D Thompson

H Hodgson

11st

A Carlile

J Brown

L Loxq

12st

A Carlile

G Brunou

M Maussion

13st

G Brocklebank

J Harrington

R Fox

14st

R Fox

S Wilkinson

G Brocklebank

All Weights

T Brocklebank

J Robson

S Fleming

Silloth Carnival
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

J Wilson

J Gibson

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

T Gibson

H King

Under 18 Years

J Hall

W Atkinson

D Miller

Girls Under 15 Years

M Gibson

R Hodgson

Ladies Open

C Hodgson

H Hodgson

P Sellin

11½st

J Harrington

D Miller

L Loxq

13st

J Harrington

M Maussion

W Atkinson

All Weights

J Hall

J Harrington

T Hodgson

Keswick Sports
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

J Wilson

T Hodgson

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

J Blamire

T Gibson

Under 18 Years

J Hall

W Atkinson

J Harryman

Ladies

C Hodgson

H Hodgson

J Le Bloas

11½st

J Harrington

J Brown

M Maussion

13st

J Harrington

J Hayhurst

M Maussion

All Weights

J Threlfall

S Fleming

G Nichol

Guinness Trophy

J Harrington

Ennerdale Show.
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

W Addyman

J Irving

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

S Glaister

P Lowis

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

J Brown

J Addyman

Ladies

J Le Bloas

R Parker

P Sellin

12½st

J Harrington

G Brunou

D Miller

All weights

J Hayhurst

M Maussion

G Brunou

September 9th 2011
LOWICK, HARBOTTLE AND HESKET NEW MARKET
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Sun, 11th September 1pm - Stanhope U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 11½st / 13st / AW
Sun, 11th September 3.30 - Whitfield U12/ U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12½st / AW
Sat, 17th September 2pm - Egremont U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies/ 11½st / 13st / AW
Sun, 18th September 2.15 - Borrowdale U12 / U15 / U18 / 11½st / 13st / AW
Miserable rainy conditions affected the wrestling last week when Lowick, Harbottle and Hesket Newmarket competed in the
heaviest and longest downpour category. Harbottle was so affected that the wrestling moved from the Under 11s to the All Weights
without anything between. Before I located the Lowick results, I had heard, erroneously, that the whole thing had been washed out.

At Hesket NewMarket, in “D’ye ken John Peel” country, a swarming of sparky little dogs prolonged the terrier racing, and kept the
wrestlers damply waiting. The surprise was that so many people stayed behind and circled the ring to watch the wrestlers defy the
conditions. Some sparkling wrestling in the 10½st Championship dispelled the gloom. Wrestlers were there from Brittany and
Dundee, but it was the more local talent of David Miller and Jack Brown, products of Carlisle Wrestling Club, which cut a swathe
through the entry and reached the final.
David Miller had been particularly adept to out-wrestle George Temple of Dundee with a leg-up and sharp twists, but he found the
tall frame of Jack Brown too much to move in the final. Brown used his height advantage to outside-hipe for the first and inside-hipe
for the second fall of the final. This win made Brown of Haydon Bridge a double champion as he was already the holder of the
Under 18 Years/10st title.
His skill and improvement as a wrestler was well illustrated in the All Weights when he reached the final and took the first fall off
Frazer Hirsch by putting in the extra and unexpected twist.
The following day saw improved conditions and entries at two very different events. Only one trained wrestler, Paul Murray, turned
up at Loweswater Show, but that scarcely mattered when the organisers found crowds of young people loitering round the ring,
keen to enter. Not unexpectedly, Paul Murray cleaned up in all his categories, but the wrestling was memorable for its youthful
enthusiasm.
At Wolsingham Show in Weardale, out on a limb, far from the usual centres of wrestling, they had their best entries ever. These
days sixteen genuine contenders in a weight is exceptional. George Temple of Dundee came alive with some quicksilver wrestling
which he lacked at Hesket, but Andrew Carlile’s calm skills controlled him in the 11st final. John Harrington, having won the 12½
stones at Hesket, won again at Wolsingham to continue his regular winning habit. Best of all, though, was Andrew Ord of Morpeth,
who scraped in at 14 stones and then proceeded to hipe his way past the robust efforts of Frazer Hirsch and Jack Hale to win both
14 stones and the All Weights.
Ord received the Des Ward cup from Christian Salaun, the organiser of the Breton wrestlers who have graced our rings for a busy
ten days. The popularity of the Bretons was fully attested by the warm applause as they took a final group bow before they set off
for Plymouth, Roscoff and home.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Hesket New Market
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 15 Years

T Greenbank

J Watson

J Trotter

Under 18 Years

J Brown

L Loxq

J Stewart

Novice

H Briag

M Maussion

J Stewart

Ladies

J Le Bloas

P Sellin

Z Glendinning

10½ st World Championship

J Brown

D Miller

G Temple

12½st

J Harrington

G Temple

M Maussion

*All Weights

F Hirsch

J Brown

M Maussion

Lowick Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

J Wilson

T Williamson

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

S Wilson

G Wilson

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

S Wilson

G Wilson

Girls

C Hodgson

R Hodgson

A Beswick

12½st

B Brocklebank

J Hayhurst

B Williamson

All Weights

S Fleming

G Brocklebank

B Brocklebank

Harbottle
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 11 Years

H Bertram

M Dixon

G Singer

All Weights

J Davidson

J Hale

A Singer

Loweswater Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

C Bland

H Hird

T Hodgkinson-Webb

Under 15 Years

W Welford

P Weir

C Bland

Under 18 Years

P Murray

P Weir

J Telford

Ladies

B Dempsey

K Armstrong

H Dempsey

12st

P Murray

J Welford

H Shepherd

All Weights

P Murray

H Shepherd

A Rodger

Wolsingham Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

T Hodgson

S Reed

A Hodgson

Under 15 Years

A Singer

A Hodgson

T Hodgson

Under 18 Years

J Brown

D Hodgson

M Cambot

Ladies

C Hodgson

P Sellin

D Thompson

11st

A Carlile

G Temple

J Brown

Event

First

Second

Third

12st

J Harrington

A Carlile

G Temple

14st

A Ord

F Hirsch

J Harrington

All Weights

A Ord

J Hale

D Atkinson

September 16th 2011
DRAMA AND ACTION AT THE WESTMORLAND SHOW
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Sat, 17th September 2pm - Egremont U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies/ 11½st / 13st / AW
Sun, 18th September 2.15 - Borrowdale U12 / U15 / U18 / 11½st / 13stg / AW
Saturday 24th September - ESKDALE SHOW CANCELLED BECAUSE OF WATER-LOGGED FIELDS
Saturday 24th September - Langholm Show - U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls / 12 Stone World Championship / AW
The Westmorland Show is already a premier event in the wrestling calendar, but when you add the 13st World Championship to the
programme with a £500 first prize, then you are guaranteed drama and intense action.
No-one is better able to focus that energy and determination, which turns an excellent wrestler into a great one, than Richard Fox.
He had a light beginning with a bye in the first round; the young lightweight, Jack Brown, in the second; and the more challenging
physique of Stuart Mason in the semi-final. Add to this the organisers' choice of single falls "sudden death", for the whole wrestling
programme, and Fox had scarcely drawn breath before he was pitched into the Championship final against Graham Brocklebank.

The two wrestlers are perfectly matched for physique and style. Fox wrestles mainly in the North, and
Brocklebank in the South (That is, North and South of Shap Summit), so there is no familiarity with each other's wrestling. As a
result each bout is on a knife's edge. My notes for the first bout read "spin…spin…spin". They whirled across the ring until Richard
Fox put in the last twist which brought Brocklebank to ground.
For the second decisive fall Fox went with the swinging-hipe and then turned back to an inside-click which left

four
title to the 14 stones he won at Powburn.

legs in the air and Brocklebank's back on the ground. Fox had added the 13st

Fox and Brocklebank were still not finished with each other, for they waded through a good field in the 14 stones and met in the
final. This time, Fox won one fall with a trademark buttock , but Brocklebank took the decider by twisting as Fox tried to swing.

Jack Brown did well to take himself down to his Championship weight of Under 18 Years/10st to beat Haydn King in that final and
then go on to reach the final of the 12 stones against Andrew Carlile who was giving the crowd a master-class in wrestling
technique and nous.
Ben Brocklebank is on great form at the moment, and proved that in felling the tall Scot, Ryan Dolan, in the Under 18s. In the All
Weights, Joe Threlfall maintained his present good form. Sam Wilkinson did take the first fall of the final, but Threlfall's twist over the
knee was successful twice.
At Stanhope and Whitfield, Jack Brown was the outstanding wrestler keeping some strong local lads under control. Andrew Ord,
too, was unbeatable in the All Weights at both events.
A great athlete and wrestler, George Davidson, has died. His funeral is at Rothbury at 11.30am on Saturday, 17th September.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Westmorland Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Girls Open

C Hodgson

M Gibson

T Hodgson

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

T Hayhurst

J Gibson

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

Jack Hall

J Hale

Under 18 Years

B Brocklebank

R Dolan

M Atkinson

Under 18Years/ 10 Stone

J Brown

H King

T Gibson

12 stone

A Carlile

J Brown

M Atkinson

13 Stone World Championship

R Fox

G Brocklebank

S Mason

14 Stone

G Brocklebank

R Fox

R Dolan

All Weights

J Threlfall

S Wilkinson

G . Brocklebank

Stanhope Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Singer

T Hodgson

Under 15 Years

A Singer

T Gibson

G Singer

Under 18 Years

J Brown

D Nolan

A Singer

Girls

C Hodgson

R Hodgson

H Hodgson

11½ Stone

J Brown

T Gibson

A Singer

13 Stone

J Brown

D Nolan

D Parker

All Weights

A Ord

T Hodgson

G Nichol

Whitfield Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Singer

Reid

T Hodgson

Under 15 Years

A Singer

T Gibson

T Hodgson

Under 18 Years

J Brown

T Gibson

A Singer

Girls

C Hodgson

H Hodgson

Event

First

Second

Third

12½ Stone

J Brown

A Hepple

A Singer

All Weights

A Ord

G Nichol

C Smith

September 17th 2011
EGREMONT CRAB FAIR
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
NO WRESTLING EVENTS THIS COMING WEEKEND
Saturday 24th September - ESKDALE SHOW CANCELLED BECAUSE OF WATER-LOGGED FIELDS
Saturday 24th September - LANGHOLM SHOW CANCELLED
Saturday 8th October - Alwinton Show
Saturday 8th October - Wasdale Head Show
My outdoor tomatoes have been dropping off the bush in the wind and rain, and the wrestling fixtures have been going much the
same way. In the past week Borrowdale Country Fair, Eskdale Show and Langholm Show have all cancelled because of waterlogged fields. When Eskdale cancelled that caused problems for the Wrestling Association, as they were due to host the 12st World
Championship. The CWWA Secretary, Alf Harrington, quickly negotiated with Langholm Show and they agreed to take on the
championship. Two days later Langhom had to cancel, too.
One event, Egremont Crab Fair, survived the weather, but long wellies and four wheel-drive tractors were part of the essential
equipment for the event.
As happens this year in West Cumbria, regular and trained wrestlers were in short supply, but that was unimportant for the success
of the event as so many local lads crowded round and into the ring to take part.

And then there were the Norlanders, a group of eccentrics dressed in a spectacular version of our
traditional strip, who shared names associated with horses, and had boundless enthusiasm to enjoy themselves by participation. All
I could glean was that they were a theatre group and were filming for German television. They provided the only two entries for the
Ladies wrestling and, wrestling best-of-five, it took six entertaining and athletic bouts before Simone Klein beat Bonnie Gelding.
In the main wrestling it was good news and bad news time. The good news for James Hayhurst was that he produced the
performance of his young life to win four categories. There were some big strong lads in the boys' events but Hayhurst coped with
them all, and on this day bested 10½st Champion Jack Brown in both the Under 18s and the 11½ stones finals.

His flowering achievement came in the 13 stones where he met Richard Fox, the 13st and 14st Champion, in the final. Fox took the
first fall, and all seemed to be following the form book, until Hayhurst caught Fox with a cross-buttock as he attacked. With the score
at "one falls each", Fox pressed and attacked, only for Hayhurst to wriggle free, turn under his man and bring him over high and
handsome with a full-buttock.

And the bad news? In the first round of the All Weights, as he was winning his first bout against Formikka Horsenhund, he injured
his leg and was unable to carry on. Already with four trophies to his name, he gained another when Linda Scott awarded him the
Guinness Trophy for the best performance in all the wrestling. Her note-book and careful attention were scarcely needed for the
easiest decision ever in the forty years of the Guinness Trophies.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Egremont Crab Fair
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

C Doran

A Caine

S Aspinall

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

D Caine

T Gibson

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

J Brown

D Caine

Ladies (*)

S. Klein

B Gelding

11½ stone

J Hayhurst

J Brown

H King

13 Stone

J Hayhurst

R Fox

J Brown

All Weights

R Fox

J Brown

F Horsenhund

October 8th 2011
RICHARD FOX MAKES IT A HAT TRICK WITH THE 13, 14 AND NOW THE 15 STONE
CHAMPIONSHIPS AT ALWINTON SHOW
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday 22nd Oct - 2.00 - Buttermere U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12 St Championship / AW
Friday, 4th November at 7.30. CWWA Presentation Night at Low Hesket. Tickets from Alf Harrington

Richard Fox has battled his way to three CWWA World Championships this season: the 13 stones at the Westmorland Show; the 14
stones at a sodden Powburn; and, last week he added the 15 stones title at Alwinton Show.
From the first bout of the championship when Graham Brocklebank, far from home, felled local star Jack Hale, every wrestle had its
tensions and uncertainties, and plenty of dynamic action. Andrew Ord even found himself wrestling an American on his honeymoon
from Vermont. Alan Jones, who had saved himself up all season for this moment, warmed up on another strong visitor who,
mistakenly, fancied his chances. Richard Fox had to tread carefully with Kendal's Matthew Atkinson who is fit to fell anyone on his

day.

In the second round Richard Fox put in some buttocking practice with Jason Davidson, then Alan Jones had to get down to some
hard graft with John Harrington. After a tour of the fringes of the large Alwinton ring, Jones came out best with some wrench
buttocking. The closest bout of all came with Graham Brocklebank and Andrew Ord, the title holder. Brocklebank struck first with a
twist over the right knee, but Ord equalised with a hipe. It looked as though another Ord hipe was going to give him success, but his
knees touched down just before his opponent landed.

The semi-final bout between Richard Fox and Graham Brocklebank was a re-run of
their epic encounters at the big events: Ambleside, Grasmere and the Westmorland Show. Fox drew first blood with a deceptively
simple ploy when he chested Brocklebank down after some action. For the second, Fox let fly with his best technique and
Brocklebank flew high on a full buttock.
The final set Richard Fox against the wiles and strength of multi-champion, Alan Jones, whose whole season had focused on this
moment. At first Jones prospered and had his chances when he launched in with a swinging hipe, but Fox landed on his feet and
was able to twist Jones back for the first fall. Fox then took the initiative and caught Jones with a buttock which decisively finished
the bout.
Local lad, Jack Hale, must have been disappointed with his showing in the championship, but he won a tough Under 21
competition, and was last man standing in the All Weights when he finished off the action with a flourish, hiping Robert Leiper with
panache. John Harrington, too, can be proud of his win in the 11½ stones in an excellent final with Andrew Carlile.
The wrestling at Wasdale Head was literally a non-event. The Show begins at 11am and concludes with the wrestling at 4pm. This
year, after five hours of rain everyone had gone soggily home, and no wrestling took place.
All that now remains of the 2011 season is Buttermere Show on October, 22nd, if you can find it, for the field is hidden half way up a
mountain. There is an extra reason for making the journey this year, for the postponed 12st World Championship will take place
there, with a grand show of Herdwick sheep at the field's edge.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2011)
Alwinton Show
Event

First

Second

Under 10 Years

G Singer

M Bates

Under 13 Years

Joe Hale

G Wilson

Girls Under 13 Years

L Singer

T Bertram

Under 16 Years

J Hayhurst

D Brown

Joe Hale

Under 21 Years

Jack Hale

J Hall

J Ewart

11½ Stone

J Harrington

A Carlile

J Hayhurst

15 Stone World
Championship

R Fox

A Jones

G Brocklebank

All Weights

Jack Hale

R Leiper

J Hall

October 22nd 2011
BUTTERMERE SHOW
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Friday, 4th November at 7.30. CWWA Presentation Night at Low Hesket. Tickets from Alf Harrington

Third
H Dishford

In 1947 Edgar Hayhurst won the 12st Championship. This year his great grandson James
Hayhurst won the same title at Buttermere Show in the last gasp of a long wet season.
James Hayhurst is only fourteen years of age, yet wrestles with the assurance of a veteran and the strength of a man. On his way to
the final he felled both the holder Andrew Carlile and John Harrington, the most prolific winner of wrestling in recent years.
Hayhurst's campaign did not begin well as Carlile neatly countered a back heel with a sudden twist. Then he got going with a
swinging hipe for the equaliser, and then after a longer wrestle, finished Carlile off with a sross-buttock.
In the final against John Harrington, he used the cross-buttock again to take the lead. Normal service seemed to have resumed
when John Harrington caught him with the inside-click which sent both wrestlers flying across the ring with Harrington in control.
However, John Harrington is sparing with his use of the inside-click and tends to use it only when under pressure.

In the third and final fall Harrington seemed at last to be in control, for he had gained a good hold and had Hayhurst high on the hip.
All that remained was for Harrington either to throw him back or bring him over the hip to swing into the ground as he has done
countless times to so many wrestlers. Hayhurst decide to be the exception to the normal, and when Harrington prepared to dash
him forward into the ground he slid his left leg forward so that, instead of being behind Harrington's right hip it was in front prepared
for landing. From a defensive position he dropped into the attack and twisted Harrington to the ground.
Hayhurst had signalled to the world at Egremont Crab Fair that he was fit to beat anyone when he felled triple champion Richard
Fox. He is now an experienced wrestler and has travelled far this season. His success is a tribute to the burgeoning strength of the
Kendal Academy and its coach, John Wilson. Hayhurst's grandfather, Peter, 11st champion in the early sixties, is still one of the
mainstays of Kendal Academy which was set up by such as his father, Edgar.
The Grass Season is now at an end, the academies all in action, and Saturday afternoons means Carlisle United and Brunton Park,
not agricultural showfields, the intense crowd focused round the wrestling ring, and the continuation of a centuries old traditional
Cumbrian sport that continues to thrill.
Next Friday, 4th November, the Wrestling Association holds its Presentation Night at Low Hesket Village Hall, near Carlisle when the
most successful wrestlers over the season May to October receive their awards. Tickets are available from the CWWA Secretary,
Alf Harrington.

Results
Buttermere Show
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Wilson

J Wilson

B Edwards

Under 15 Years

J Hayhurst

S Wilson

G Wilson

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

R Bland

G Wilson

Ladies

M Gibson

P Bell

M Edwards

12 Stone World
Championship

J Hayhurst

J Harrington

A Carlile

Event

First

Second

Third

All Weights

J Harrington

A Carlile

J Ewart

November 3rd 2011
END OF SEASON REFLECTIONS
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Wednesday 9th November 7.30 Carlisle Wrestling Club Junior Points Night at Currock House
Wednesday, 16th November 8.45 Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points
Saturday, 26th November 7pm weighing-in The Academy Shield, Currock House, Carlisle.
The Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling season is done and dusted, though there has been precious little dust. The soggy
conditions in the second half of the season caused the cancellation of five host events, and the wrestling at Wasdale Head Show
was washed out at the end of a long wet day.
However, over fifty venues staged wrestling events, each with its own flavour: Grasmere Sports had four and a half hours of
constant action in its double ring; Loweswater Show had only one recognised wrestler competing.
Grasmere drew wrestlers and spectators from all regions to a central focus, and added to that was the zest from the Breton and
Scottish wrestlers. Loweswater, instead, drew support from its own locality, and a great time was enjoyed by the crowd and the
young wrestlers who queued up to compete

The C&W Wrestling Association World Championships were less spread out than usual as we have a triple champion and two
double champions. Best of all was Richard Fox of Hethersgill, who battled his way to three championships (13st, 14st, and 15st).
Always a highly motivated wrestler, his focus magnifies when under the pressure of championships, and the major events.
Whenever he and Graham Brocklebank step into the ring together, we know that we are in for a wrestling treat.
Two other young wrestlers are currently polishing two championship trophies. Each won first a boys' and then a senior title.
Ironically, their Junior wins were every bit as difficult as when wrestling against men.
Jack Brown of Haydon Bridge, standing well clear of six feet in height, hungered himself down to win the Under 18 Years/10st title
at Langdale Gala. He then was runner-up to Richard Dixon for the 11st championship, before winning the 10½ Stones cup at Hesket
Newmarket.
James Hayhurst of Natland could scarcely have travelled further in our wrestling world when he made his way over to Rothbury for
the Under 15 Years Championship. Although an odds-on favourite to win, he struggled against local lad, Dan Brown, and won the
decider by inches. Contrast that with his role as underdog at the 12st Championship at Buttermere, when he upset the odds by
felling two previous title holders.

Cumberland and Westmorland World Champions for 2011
Championship

Champion

Home Town

Championship Venue

Under 18 Years / 8 Stone

Thomas Gibson,

Southwaite

Rusland Show

Under 15 Years

James Hayhurst

Natland

Rothbury Vintage

Under 18 Years / 10 Stone

Jack Brown

Haydon Bridge

Langdale Gala

Under 18 Years

James Hall

Langwathby

Ambleside Sports

10½ Stone

Jack Brown

Haydon Bridge

Hesket Newmarket
Show

Championship

Champion

Home Town

Championship Venue

11 Stone

Richard Dixon

Lessonhall

Crosby Ravensworth
Show

12 Stone

James Hayhurst

Natland

Buttermere Show

13 Stone

Richard Fox

Hethersgill

Westmorland Show

14 Stone

Richard Fox

Hethersgill

Powburn Show

15 Stone

Richard Fox

Hethersgill

Alwinton Show

All Weights

Andrew Ord

Morpeth

Penrith Show

November 10th 2011
WRESTLING ASSOCIATION PRESENTATION DINNER
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Wednesday, 16th November 8.45 Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points
Saturday, 26th November 7pm weighing-in The Academy Shield, Currock House, Carlisle.
As yet, there are no championship events for women, but there is one prestigious title to be won each year, the CWWA Victrix
Ludorum trophy for the most points accumulated throughout the Grass Season. The Hodgson family, from Dent, always give a
boost to the wrestling wherever they travel, and the most successful of them is Connie Hodgson. At the Wrestling Association'
Presentation Dinner, held this year at Low Hesket Village Hall, she received the Ladies trophy. In the course of the season she won
23 events, only failing to win at Ambleside where Donna Thompson felled her in the final.
Several years ago I remember writing to the Breton organisers of their backhold championships to argue that special dispensation
be given for her to compete even though she was below their age range. I argued that she was toughened up by being a farmer's
daughter constantly handling calves and sheep, and that she was training with the lads at Kendal Academy. When she was small,
she could cling on like a limpet. Now she has grown up into a strong, positive wrestler, nowhere better rewarded than at Grasmere
Sports where she won both the Under 18s and the Ladies Open. And a smile is never far from her face.
There is no championship for Under 12 Years either, but there are many events each year, so the Victor Ludorum at that weight has
to succeed widely. George Wilson of Kendal stood head and shoulders above the rest. At the start of the season, Thomas Gibson, in
the last weeks before his twelfth birthday, kept Wilson from winning but at Alston Gala in late June all that changed, and from then
on George Wilson was a regular winner, ending up with 66 points.
The Under 15s winner was no surprise. James Hayhurst of Natland won wherever he went to amass 26 wins. He had to work harder
at Under 18 Years, but won that trophy, too.
By far the most successful senior wrestler was John Harrington of Bewaldeth, who once more took home two trophies, the
Lightweights and Middleweights. He also figured highly in the All Weights category, but that was won by triple champion Richard
Fox of Hethersgill.

Academies should now be in the throes of preparing a team for the Academy Shield, for it takes place in two weeks at Currock
House, Carlisle. More immediately, and in fact, by the time you read this it has probably already happened, is an ITV programme
"Ade in Britain" (4pm today) where the former "Young One" turned itinerant chef, cooks Cumbrian food and watches Cumbrian
activities such as Gurning, Hound Trailing and Wrestling. The Kendal wrestlers put on a great display of hard wrestling for the
cameras, and I was wheeled in as a sort of white-haired guru. Much will be on the cutting room floor, but it will be interesting to see
what remains.

Carlisle Wrestling Club - Senior Points

Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Lightweights

J. Brown

A. Carlile

D. Miller

K. Miller

Middleweights

A. Carlile

J. Brown

D. Miller

K. Miller

All Weights

J. Ewart

A. Carlile

J. Brown

D. Miller

November 17th 2011
POINTS NIGHT AT CARLISLE WRESTLING CLUB
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday, 26th November 7pm weighing-in The Academy Shield, Currock House, Carlisle.
Carlisle Wrestling Club's indoor season is in full swing in the Gym at Currock House. The senior wrestlers are there with their sackfull of championships and years of achievement. But the young callants are there, too, testing the seniors every inch of the way and
sometimes besting them.
Jimmy Hall of Langwathby had won the Under 18 Years, the previous week, but must have thought that his long wait to compete in
the Senior All Weights had misfired when Richard Fox clamped on a back-heel that sent him sprawling on his back. But, the
competition is wrestled as a round-robin, and when John Harrington neatly twisted Fox over the knee, any advantage was quashed.
When the falls were added up, Fox and Hall were tied, and a wrestle-off was needed, which Hall won convincingly.
Jack Brown, too, had been well placed in the juniors, but in the seniors he had to contend with his coach, Andrew Carlile. Usually
when you are coaching youngsters, it is wise to keep a few things to yourself, in case you need them later when you start to stiffen,
but Carlile had obviously done his coaching without such machinations, and Brown felled him with a second back-heel when the
first did not finish the job.
Only in the Middleweights did experience prevail, with Andrew Carlile and John Harrington taking the top places. Their conclusive
bout ended suddenly when Harrington broke hold after "an accidental knee misplacement" temporarily left him without the will to
live. Luckily, such accidents are surprisingly rare in our wrestling, but that was little consolation to John Harrington at the time,
though he was able to recover and wrestle well in the next weight.

In the Junior Points Night held previously, the battered trophy for the best performance of the night went to Abi Marston who won
three categories in good style. Abbie is one of those young wrestlers, well regarded by coaches because they listen and take on
board the subtleties of the sport. Unfortunately, she is also slightly built and in the open competitions on the grass, her skills are
overborne by the weight of the opposition. However, on the mats against equal opposition, she thrives.

Carlisle Jumior Points Night
Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

6 Stone

A Marston

M Wharton

H Alecock

E Wilson

7 Stone

A Marston

M Wharton

E Wilson

H Alecock

8½ Stone

K Miller

T Gibson

A Marsden

E Wilson

10 Stone

D Miller

K Miller

M Gibson

T Gibson

Girls 7½ Stone

E Wilson

A Marston

Girls Open

M Gibson

A Marston

E Wilson

Under 12 Years

A Marston

M Wharton

H Alecock

J Gibson

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

M Gibson

E Wilson

M Wharton

Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Under 18 Years

J Hall

J Brown

D Miller

K Miller

Carlisle Men's Points Night
Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

11½ |Stone

J Brown

A Carlile

D Miller

C Naylor

13 Stone

A Carlile

J Harrington

D Miller

J Brown

All Weights

J Hall

R Fox

J Harrington

J Ewart

November 24th 2011
ACADEMY SHIELD NIGHT AT CURROCK HOUSE, CARLISLE
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday, 26th November 7pm weighing-in The Academy Shield, Currock House, Carlisle.
Saturday, Sept 26th Academy Shield at Currock House Open competitions after the main event:
Males : U11 / U14 / 10½st / 13st / AW.
Females : 8st / 10st / AW
The past weeks have been quiet with little happening for Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling, but this weekend three buses
are arriving at the wrestling bus-stop. Tomorrow is the Academy Shield at Carlisle, and on Sunday we have the Lakeland Sports
Personality awards at the LSPA luncheon, while simultaneously the Scots are holding their Open Indoor Backhold Wrestling
Championships.
The Academy Shield is the biggest event of the indoor season for our wrestlers. Its roots lie in the period after the Second World
War when wrestling was at its most popular. Academies proliferated and the Academy League was formed to organise matches,
home and away, throughout the winter. Those who wrestled at that time look back on the most intense period of inter-club rivalry
with fond memories, but the intensity also spawned gamesmanship and worse. Teams became unreliable and too many people
wanted to ride on the bus without paying the fare.
In 1959, the Academy League foundered and the Shield disappeared for twenty-five years, and only Kendal Academy kept going
through the sixties. In 1983 the CWWA secretary, like a conjurer, produced the Shield and a new style competition was begun. I
drew up the rules for the Governing Board of the time and aimed to give as many wrestlers as possible a chance to represent their
Academy. Youngsters got their chance for the first time, for a team consists of thirteen wrestlers ranging from 6st to 15st and All
Weights, and two female classes, too.
The new regime sought to eliminate the situation where a wrestler was not taking part because a better wrestler was competing
several times. The biggest change was that each weight was wrestled in a round-robin and the scores accumulated round by round.
Some of the old wrestlers did not like the new regime but it has now lasted nearly thirty years as opposed to the dozen years of the
first competition.
The Academy Shield is in the hands of Kendal Academy at the moment for they were the winners when Milnthorpe Academy
hosted the postponed 2010 event this year. They have a rich seam of talent at the moment, especially in the men's weights, and will
be strong contenders.
Their near neighbour, Milnthorpe Academy has been strengthened this year both numerically and on the coaching side by the
regular attendance of a car-load of youngsters from the Preston area with Joe Threlfall driving. Club leader David Parsons, has
appreciated Threlfall's input for he is a vastly experienced and successful wrestler and a trained teacher, too.
Waberthwaite will be there with almost a full team, but they do have problems in the 12st and 13st area. For the Northumbrian
Academy at Rothbury, the main problem is a lack of females and the gap between their thriving youngsters in the lightweights and
the class of Jack Hale and Andrew Ord at the top end.
Meanwhile, the host club, Carlisle, has a much stronger team this year, and high hopes of resuming their dominance of the
competition which has seen them win the Shield twenty-three times as opposed to Waberthwaite winning it twice and Kendal three
times.
The weigh-in starts at 7pm in the main hall at Currock Community Centre, and all wrestling fans are invited to watch what should be
a closely fought competition.
On Sunday another big event takes place in the Molendinar Community Centre 1210 Royston Road, Glasgow G33 1HE. The
Scottish indoor Championships has thirty-nine categories divided between three age-groups, under 14, under 21 and seniors, and
with half those categories for female wrestlers.

A more sedate event on Sunday is the Presentation Luncheon of the Lakeland Sports Promoters Association at the Heaves Hotel
near Kendal. As usual several wrestlers have been nominated for the Lakeland Sports Personality of the year, but the envelopes are
still sealed. All will be revealed next week.

December 1st 2011
ACADEMY SHIELD 2011
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Sunday, 11th December (7.30pm) Slide Show of 2011 Wrestling Season at Currock House
Wednesday, 14th December (8.30pm) Senior Points Night, Carlisle Wrestling Club.

Carlisle Wrestling Club wrested the Academy Shield back from Kendal Academy, last year's winner,
at a fascinating night of wrestling at Currock House, Carlisle. At one point Carlisle seemed to be running away with the competition,
seven points ahead after nine weights, and only four to go but the Kendal lads in the heavier sections kept winning all their falls and
the gap was narrowing round by round.
Graham Brocklebank was a key part of that for he wrestled at 14st and 15st for Kendal and beat Richard Fox, Stuart Mason, Craig
Naylor, Jack Ewart, Trevor Hodgson and Ashley Killip without losing a fall. At this point Donna Thompson restored the momentum
that Carlisle had built up earlier, felling both the Hodgson sisters, Connie and Hannah. Connie has been a winner wherever she has
competed this year, except at Ambleside where she was beaten in the final by none other than…. Donna.
Though Joseph Robson completed the Shield competition for Kendal with a full house of wins in the round-robin format, the Kendal
race-horse which was going best in the final furlong, ran out of track and the Shield came back to Carlisle.
Earlier the flyweight lads at 6 and 7 stones were so even that after the first two categories each academy had won three falls, but
after that the Carlisle wrestlers were almost unbeatable. In the section from 8st to 13st, Carlisle lost only one fall as Thomas Gibson,
Kieron Miller, Megan Gibson, Jack Brown, Andrew Carlile and John Harrington all had perfect scores.
The standard of the wrestling throughout was such that the four Academies nominated four different wrestlers for the "Best
Wrestler" trophy, and Peter Hunter, a master-judge agreed by all, gave the nod to Graham Brocklebank. He promptly showed
himself a worthy winner by also winning the Open All Weights competition. His brother, Ben, wrestling at new levels, took the 13
stones, felling James Hayhurst in the final.
Although the match was dominated by Carlisle and Kendal, the two other academies, Milnthorpe and Waberthwaite gave a good
account of themselves and were still in contention to the halfway stage when their lack of senior wrestlers told against them.
The only downside of the Academy Shield was the absence of the Rothbury Academy. At present they have a strong class of
youngsters, but above 8st they were depleted by those scourges of wrestling such as University education, Army Cadets, and world
travel, and were unable to field a competitive team.

Academy Shield 2011
Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Overall Results

CARLISLE (31
Points)

KENDAL (27)

MILNETHORPE
(10)

WABERTHWAITE (9)

Open Competitions
Event

First

Second

Third

6 Stone

M. Hutchinson

R. Turner

J. Gibson

Under 11 Years

M Wharton

J Gibson

Jack Threlfall

Under 14 Years

J Lashley

Josh Threlfall

M Kirkham

10½ Stone

J Brown

K Miller

H King

13 Stone

B Brocklebank

J Hayhurst

M Atkinson

All Weights

G Brocklebank

T Hodgson

J Hall

Female 10 Stone

M Gibson

A Marston

Female Open

C Hodgson

H Hodgson

December 8th 2011
LSPA AWARDS
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Sunday, 11th December (7.30pm) Slide Show of 2011 Wrestling Season at Currock House
Wednesday, 14th December (8.30pm) Senior Points Night, Carlisle Wrestling Club.
As the rain and sleet whistles past at eighty miles an hour, it is good to think of heading south to wrestle in warmer places. But,
unfortunately, one of the southernmost and warmest wrestling venues for 2012, the European Youth Championships in Leon, Spain,
has been cancelled. A terse message to the International Federation secretary stated: "En raison de la crise économique, nous ne
pouvons réaliser le championnat. Nous avons essayé mais nous n'avons pas obtenu l'argent." In other words they have tried hard
but they are skint. The financial climate is worse than our hailstones.
One excellent international event is still on offer. Once more our wrestlers have been invited to compete in the 10th Breton
Backhold Championships in Guipavas, near Brest on Saturday 25th February. Last year a group of mainly Kendal wrestlers had a
grand time and wrestled well. This year the Northumbrians have already expressed interest, and others have till January 15th to
make up their minds. There are five male age-groups and two for females, all divided into more than thirty categories.

Meanwhile back home the main focus of wrestling is a celebration of the 2011 season. The Lakeland Sports Promoters Association
held their award ceremony recently and wrestlers featured prominently. In the junior category George Wilson of Kendal was
nominated for the Under 12s. He had a steady start to the season with a series of second places in the LSPA events. Then he came
thoroughly alive in the second half of the year with wins at several events including the big ones at Grasmere and the Westmorland
Show.
Connie Hodgson was again nominated in the Juniors for she had a virtually unbeaten season, losing only in the final at Ambleside.
The winner of the main Junior award was James Hayhurst, who was simply unbeaten in his own age-group, won many events
above his age and at Egremont looked like felling everyone until he hurt his leg in the All Weights.
In the Seniors Andrew Carlile, a Carlisle Wrestling Club coach was nominated because of his stellar performances at Grasmere,
where he won twice, and at the Westmorland Show. The awards are not just an adding-up exercise and Carlile's contribution to
coaching and organising wrestling was also recognised
The most successful senior wrestler was Graham Brocklebank, who lives in the area where most of the LSPA events are held. He
had five wins, including Grasmere and the Westmorland Show.

The overall winner and Lakeland Sports Personality of the Year was a runner, Melanie Hyder, who is international class, yet still
competes at the likes of Killington and Beetham Sports. At Rusland she won the five mile event, and then just to warm down she
also won the "short" race, a mere mile and a half. She is the first woman to win the trophy since its inception in the seventies.
Another look back at the 2011 season is the slide show at Currock House at 7.30 on Sunday 14th which launches the CD of
photographs and weekly articles. Since 2004 this exercise has provided an unusual Christmas present and extensive record of
each wrestling season.
Carlisle wrestling Club is finishing for Christmas on the 14th December, but the last night of 2011 will include the third Senior Points
Night

Wrestlers and fans will be shocked to hear that the indestructible multi champion Tom Harrington has spent the week in hospital. At
first it was thought to be a heart condition, but the eventual diagnosis was that he had a clot on his lungs. He is improving greatly
with treatment and will be out of hospital soonish. We wish him well.

December 15th 2011
A BEAUTIFUL SPORT IN BEAUTIFUL PLACES
Beautiful sport in beautiful places: the 2011 Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling season has been distilled into a collection of
digital photographs which was launched at Currock House, Carlisle, this week. Over forty events feature and give an overview of the
summer, from the limpid blue sky above the wrestling at Hethersgill Vintage Rally at Carlisle airport in early May,

to the heather clad hillside at Buttermere Show at the end of October.
The CD is a product of my summer wanderings when in my role as journalist for the Cumberland News and CWWA

President, I feel the urge and obligation to attend as many events as possible with notebook in
hand and camera in pocket. Many times I am unable to concentrate on my reporter's role, for I may be asked to judge, or do the
commentary, or even do the table work. In such an event I seek out a reliable surrogate with the camera, usually Megan Gibson,
that excellent young wrestler who usually has only one event to distract her.
At Ennerdale I asked a Kendal wrestler, Alice Beswick, to take the camera, and she proceeded to shoot over eighty images. The
first eighty-three featured close-ups of grass, wrestlers in heaps on the ground, sky, and much blurring. Just as I was despairing, I
came to the last frame of all and there it was…bingo… James Hayhurst diving over a Breton wrestler, frozen in action inches above
the grass.

At Grayrigg, my camera's battery died after being well used at the 11st Championship at
Crosby Ravensworth earlier that afternoon. Normally, that would have been that, but I noticed Linda Scott was judging, and unable
to use her camera, so I borrowed it and my first click produced the image that is used onthe cover of the CD with Matthew Atkinson
on the tip of the toes of his right foot as he leg-ups Ryan Dolan of Dundee.
Which is all very amateurish, and lucky, but the quality is stiffened by Linda Scott and her partner, Julian Richardson, with better

equipment and more patience. Some falls are dissected frame by freeze frame
.
Richard Fox launches Graham Brocklebank high over his back with a full buttock at Alwinton and we see a second of action in five
frozen stages.
Rain is a regular theme of the 2011 season, and we see a goodly crop of umbrellas and muddy wrestlers. At Newcastleton, referee
Jimmy Pringle, in full wet weather gear, focuses intently as the wrestlers crash into the mud in front of him while a horse and rider
speed past immediately behind.
Many shots show the crowd following the action intently, but with one spectator always looking away, or on the telephone. One
image shows synchronised ice-cream-licking as the regular wrestling fans pay close attention to the action at Crosby Ravensworth.

Most shots pay attention to the wrestling action, but accidentally, in the background is the wonderful backdrop of the Lakeland fells
or the Northumbrian hills. We have a great sporting heritage in this region, but we also have great natural beauty.

December 22nd 2011
ANDREW CARLILE RECEIVES HIS LSPA AWARD
NEWS UPDATE

DATES:
Wednesday, 4th January 7.30pm Carlisle Wrestling Club training at Currock House
Some weeks ago the Lakeland Sports Promoters Association awards were presented at a luncheon which celebrated the running
and wrestling traditions of the Lakeland sports. Andrew Carlile, a coach at Carlisle Wrestling Club, was nominated, but was unable
to attend. At the last training session of 2011 at Currock House, I as vice-chairman of the LSPA, presented him with his trophy, after
citation of his achievements.

The LSPA events are mostly in the South of Cumbria and are not the natural habitat of Carlisle wrestlers, but some big events such
as Ambleside, Grasmere and the Westmorland Show draw wrestlers from all regions and that was where Andrew Carlile flourished.
He had gone to an early event, Killington Sports, expecting a lightweight competition, but when he got there he found the weights
had changed and he wrestled at 13 stones, and excelled to come second. The only other LSPA events he attended were Grasmere
and the Westmorland Show and at each he produced the highest standard of wrestling. At Kendal he won the 12 stones in good
company,while at Grasmere he won two weights and the Guinness Trophy for the best performance in all the wrestling.
The nominations for the LSPA Lakeland Sports Personality are not merely the result of adding up points, but notice was taken of
Carlile's role as a main coach at the Carlisle Wrestling Club and his role in training and managing teams for international events.
At both Grasmere and Kendal he had met one of his protégés, Jack Brown, in the final and beaten him. But already Brown had set
the alarm bells ringing when he felled Carlile in the 11st Championship. Straight after the LSPA presentation, the wrestlers
competed in the Senior Points competition on the Currock House mats and twice Jack Brown felled Andrew Carlile, the pupil
beating the teacher.
Jack Brown, the 10½ stone and Under 18/10 stone Champion, was on fire and went unbeaten in the Lightweights and
Middleweights…..a credit to his coaches.
In the All Weights section two more champions entered the lists, James Hall (Under 18 Years) and Richard Fox (13 stone, 14 stone,
and 15 stone champion). Jack Ewart, too, added to the strong field. Although pushed all the way, Richard Fox, proved the best
wrestler on the night.
At many wrestling events a photographer professional enough to use a tripod has been compiling a dossier of photographs of
wrestling and its background. David Ellison lives out of the area but returns regularly to build up his folio. If you want to know more
about his ideas and photographs look on the Internet at http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/in-pictures-16108841

RESULTS - Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points for December
Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

11½ stone

J. Brown

A. Carlile

D. Miller

K. Miller

13 stone

J. Brown

A. Carlile

D. Miller

K. Miller

All Weights

R. Fox

J. Hall

J. Ewart

A. Carlile

December 29th 2011
JEREMY GODWIN'S ANNUAL ARCHIVE COLLECTION
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Wednesday, 4th January 7.30pm Carlisle Wrestling Club training at Currock House
Wednesday, 11th January Junior Points Night at Currock House

The fat envelope landed on the doormat again. Jeremy Godwin, wrestling's unofficial archivist, had worked his magic throughout
2011, and sent me a bale of cuttings, large and small from local newspapers in Cumbria….and Hexham.
The general message is that wrestling is stitched into our region's heritage, part of the distinctive character of this area which goes
beyond the startling beauty of the Lake District and the political artefacts of castles and grand houses.
Nowhere is the awareness of the past greater than in the columns of the western papers, the Whitehaven News and the Times and
Star. One hundred and fifty years ago Whitehaven Races and Wrestling took place though "during the past week the weather had
been so extremely wet that there was a prevalent opinion that the ground would not be in a fit state for either horse-racing or
wrestling." Then at Sandwith "the second wrestling competition for a silver cup given by Mr Gabriel Chambers, innkeeper, was held
in a field near the inn.". There was even a permanent wrestling ring shown on contemporary Ordnance Survey maps at the
racecourse on Harras Moor.
A well-researched article gives an account of a local wrestler, Harry Dunn, born in Dearham, who at the age of 15 years went to a
wrestling competition in Newcastle on Tyne where he came second out of 200 entrants. He wandered the world ( America, New
Zealand, Australia) making a living from wrestling and at one time was the "Five Styles Champion of the World."
Fortunately, not all wrestling is in the past in West Cumbria, and action at Egremont Crab Fair, Ennerdale Bridge, Buttermere,
Loweswater, and so on is well documented.
The Hexham Courant 125 years ago tells of huge snowdrifts at Alston, and Bill Smith winning Hexham Wrestling Society's gold
medal in the annual finals, fortunately held indoors at the Wellington Hotel. Seventy-five years ago "a wrestling event at Tyne Mills,
Hexham, drew large crowds to watch several bouts take place throughout the day."
Again, the continuation of the wrestling story is shown in the reports of events at Gilsland and Whitfield, and a grand photo of young
wrestlers and a huge rapt crowd at Corbridge.

Wrestling in the south of the county is covered by the Westmorland Gazette, and there is a
substantial wedge of cuttings which reflect the healthy state of Kendal Academy with articles about James Hayhurst and his
remarkable season, and particularly an article about Joseph Robson, my Uncle Willie's great-grandson, who made a heartening
return from dire illness to gain several wins, culminating in the All Weights at Ambleside, two days before he married.
When it comes to Penrith, Jeremy Godwin does not only cut out clippings, but also pores through the pages of the Penrith Herald
for a century ago. The Coronation of George V sent villages into organising overdrive and there were Coronation Sports
everywhere: Nenthead, Threlkeld, Lazonby, Armathwaite, Kirkoswald, Salkeld, Glassonby and so on. The new Wrestling Association
was in the news with the allocations of championships, complaints about refereeing, and lovely illustration of the strict attitudes of
the time when William Studholme of Great Broughton was absent from a meeting without an apology and was immediately
suspended until he grovelled and the ban was lifted.
The indoor season was obviously important, too, for the North Westmorland Academy Championships figured largely in April. But
there were warning signs when there was a poor turnout for the Penrith Academy's AGM which was £7 in the red, and it also notes
that the academies at Carlisle and Wigton had failed recently.
A hundred years later it is good to note that wrestling for girls and boys featured in the Warcop School Sports: wrestling at its grass
roots.

All Articles Written by © Roger Robson. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott

